


A-R6304     GPX PORTABLE AM/FM RADIO.

Digital readout, analog tuning. Use the armband or belt clip to listen to music,

news and talk radio while running, working outdoors or at sporting events.

Includes detachable belt clip, adjustable nylon armband and earbud headphones.

Requires two AAA batteries (not included). 3.3" x 1.2" x 2.5". 

A-J9128     FRESHWATER PEARL EARRING SET.

Freshwater 6mm pearls in five pretty pastel colors: light green, gray, pink, 

white and yellow. Rhodium-plated settings. Post-style backs for pierced ears. 

A-W1202     GENEVA MEN'S WATCH.

Ultra-thin case with adjustable link bracelet. Black dial with Roman numerals.

Water-resistant when case, crown and crystal remain intact. Quartz movement. 

A-V1408     VIVITAR 3-PIECE LIGHTED MAGNIFIER SET.

Magnification power of 4x (small), 6x (medium) and 7x (large). Six powerful

LED lights surround the outside of the magnifying area to illuminate and magnify.

High/low light switch. Each magnifier requires two AAA batteries (not included).

A-H9301     WEST BEND 4-PIECE METAL BOWL SET.

Speckled, enamelware metal bowls are perfect for individual servings of popcorn,

chips or other snacks. This set of four bowls includes one each of red, yellow,

green and blue. 6" diameter.

A-K9067     UNDER-CABINET FRUIT & VEGGIE HAMMOCK.

The soft, open weave net gently supports produce to reduce crushing and 

bruising. Air circulation allows for better ripening. Solid 14" hardwood rod 

conveniently mounts under a kitchen cabinet. Nylon net hand washes easily.

Includes two brass plated hooks and an extender rope for higher cabinets. 

A-B4231     ROYAL USB WEBCAM.

Enhanced image clarity. Image resolution up to 1024 x 768. Adjustable neck for

perfect placement. USB 1.1 or 2.0., Mac/Windows compatible.   

A-N8603     LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY WIRELESS TEMPERATURE STATION.

Indoor/outdoor temperature, time. Includes remote sensor. Desk or wall mount.

Uses two AAA for main unit and two AA for sensor. (Batteries not included.)

2.75" x 1" x 4.25". 

A-V1381     LINCOLN WHEAT-EAR PENNY COLLECTION.

Coins from 1939–1958, the last 20 years this obsolete penny was minted. This

historical coin was designed by Victor Brenner in honor of the 100th anniversary

of Abraham Lincoln's birth. Includes a beautiful 1943 Lincoln Steel Cent, minted

one year only as copper was needed for the war effort. Attractive folder.

A-E4821     CONAIR AROMATHERAPY AIR REVITALIZER.

Ultra-quiet fan releases continuous fresh air and fragrance. Lightweight and

portable. Comes with scented oil. Refill using any personal scented oil. Uses

two AA batteries (not included). Jacks provided for AC adapter or USB (AC and

USB cords not included). Assorted colors, let us choose. 5.25" x 3.5" x 7.75".
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A-V1308     TASCO 10 X 25MM BINOCULAR.

Compact design. Center focus. Roof prism system. Fully coated lenses. 

Fold-down eyecups. Field of view: 288 ft. at 1000 yds. 

A-E4810     FULCRUM MICROSLIM LED TRAVEL BOOK LIGHT.

Ultra-compact LED book light folds to fit in a pocket or purse. Fully adjustable.

Features floodlight technology. Two CR2032 batteries included.  

A-X1988     J. A. HENCKELS 3-PIECE PARING KNIFE SET.

Features high quality German stainless steel blades. Stamped one-piece blade

construction for added strength and durability. Fully closed poly handles are

breakproof, dishwasher safe and hygienic.

A-E4803     CONAIR 12-PIECE SIMPLE CUT™ HAIRCUT KIT.

Full powered magnetic motor with carbon steel blades. Includes clipper, barber

comb, scissors, four attachment combs (1/8", 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2"), cleaning

brush, lubricating clipper oil, blade guard and cape. English/Spanish instruction

booklet. 

A-K9044     TOTES AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA.

Oversize canopy, opens a full 44". Folds to just 11.4" long. Stainless steel frame

for super strength. Sleek, sure-grip handle. Black.

A-E4269     CONAIR TRAVEL HAIRDRYER.

1600 watts of drying power in a convenient travel-size dryer. Folding handle,

dual voltage and heat/speed settings. UL listed. 

A-R6217     JENSEN AM/FM SHOWER RADIO.

Splash-resistant cabinet. Built-in stand makes it ideal for garage, study or 

nightstand. Hook handle, hang from showerhead or curtain rod. Built-in AM/FM

antennas. 5.1" x 4.5" x 2.7". Uses four AAA batteries (not included).   

A-L9268     KINGPORT WEST END WRISTLET.

Made of high density, quilted microfiber with chrome trim. Zip-top main 

compartment for currency, coins and personal effects. Outside zip pocket is

perfect for credit cards. Loop handle. Black. 7" x 0.5" x 5.5".

A-K9065     WHITE MARBLE MORTAR AND PESTLE.

Contemporary style white marble mortar and pestle is a basic for every kitchen.

2.5" tall x 4.5" diameter bowl. 5.5" long pestle. 6-oz. capacity. 

A-V1343     ROYAL DIGITAL PICTURE FRAME KEYCHAIN.

1.5" diagonal LCD display with 128 x 128 resolution. Built-in flash memory

stores up to 70 photos. Supports BPM, JPG, PNG, GIF, TIF and TGA picture

formats. Communication/power USB 1.1 port. Built-in lithium-ion rechargeable

battery. Includes USB cable and software. Slideshow, time/date display, alarm.

A level
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A-H9302     IGLOO SOFT-SIDE COOLER.

PolarthermTM insulation locks in cold for excellent temperature control. Easy-open

top hatch. Large front storage pocket. No-leak, heat-sealed liner. Adjustable

shoulder strap. 12-can capacity. Red.

A-R6305     JVC SPLASH-PROOF EAR CLIP HEADPHONES.

Splash-proof structure and soft rubber ear hooks, stable and comfortable fit.

Powerful bass sound. 3.3-ft. long cord. Gold-plated 3.5mm plug fits iPhone,

iPod or other audio device.110 dB/mW sensitivity. Ideal for light sports.

A-K9056     J. A. HENCKELS HOUSEHOLD FLOWER SHEARS.

High-quality stainless steel blades cut effortlessly through stems and stalks. Cut

without squashing delicate stems. Useful in the kitchen for herbs, grape stems,

etc. Precision-ground blades retain their sharpness for a long period of time.  

A-E4811     WEST BEND SINGLE CHANNEL TIMER.

Jumbo LCD displays time in hours, minutes and seconds. Counts up to and

from 100 hours. Clock feature. Memory recalls previous time setting. Includes

clip, stand, magnet and hanging hole. Uses one AAA battery (included).

A-J2851     STERLING SILVER CUBIC ZIRCONIA PENDANT.

Popular journey pendant set with glittering cubic zirconia stones. Pendant is

approximately 0.75" long. Suspended from an 18" sterling silver cable chain.

A-V1310     HOMEDICS 10-SECOND DIGITAL THERMOMETER.

Flexible tip. Illuminated display. For oral, rectal or underarm use. SupersizeTM

digits. Beeps when ready. Last-temperature recall. Automatic shutoff. Includes

battery, probe covers and case.

A-B4216     ROYAL ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER.

Helical steel cutting blades. Nonskid rubber feet. Auto-start sharpening action

upon pencil insertion. See-through waste compartment. AC.

A-K9068     ENDURANCE CHEF GRATER.

Add a bit of whimsy to the kitchen. Choose from three grating surfaces: fine, 

medium and coarse. Removable 8-oz. receptacle is disguised as chef’s pants 

and shoes. Durable stainless steel with porcelain head and base. Hand washing

recommended. 10.75"H. 

A-N8644     LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY LCD WINDOW THERMOMETER.

Displays outside temperature in a large, easy-to-read format along with the

day's high and low temperature. Fahrenheit (°F) only. Functional, clear window-

mounted design. Weather-resistant. Compact. 3.75" x 4" x 0.875".  

A-G4908     MINI-INDOOR TOOL SET BY THE RUMFORD GARDENER.

Polished stainless steel with wood handles. Perfectly sized for container 

gardening. Set includes a mini-trowel, mini-transplanter and a mini-fork.  
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A-A7859     SOUTH BEND 65-PIECE TACKLE BOX BY PLANO.

Traditional, ready-to-fish tackle box. Sturdy plastic construction, metal latch.

Carrying handle. Features one tray. Comes complete with jigs, hooks, sinkers

and more. Fishing guide is included with handy tips for the novice angler.  

Red/off white. 14" x 7.25" x 7".

A-H9283 TERRAILLON BATH SCALE.

Perfectly simple styling. Cushioned, nonslip mat. Large silver bezel display.

264-lb. capacity. White. 10.3" x 10" x 2.2".  

A-W1201     GENEVA LADIES’ WATCH.

Silvertone case with a link bracelet. White dial with Roman numerals and sweep

second hand. Quartz movement.

A-R6303     RCA AM/FM DUAL WAKE CLOCK RADIO.

Sleek, compact design.Two alarms with individual wake mode indicators. Green

0.6" LED display. Wake to alarm or AM/FM radio. AC operation. Built-in “No

Worry” battery backup requires one 9V battery (not included). 7.3"  x 5.9" x 2.5".

A-J2894     STERLING SILVER BRACELET.

Delicate circular links, attractive textured finish. Lobster-clasp closure. Each link

is just under 0.5" diameter. Ladies’ 7.5" bracelet length. 

A-E4388     CONAIR MOIST HEATING PAD.

Slide-switch with indicator light. Machine-washable cloth cover. Includes an

absorbent sponge for moist applications. AC. 11.5" x 13.5".

A-X2332     MINI MAGLITE® 2-CELL FLASHLIGHT.

Features a fast-focus beam that adjusts from spot-to-flood with a turn of the

head. Includes two AA batteries. Presentation box.

A-J9124     14K GOLD PINK CUBIC ZIRCONIA EARRINGS.

Sparkling 4mm heart-shaped cubic zirconias set in 14K gold. Beautiful pink

color. Post mountings for pierced ears.

A-K9059     HOUDINI EXPANDABLE MODULAR WINE RACK.

Expands “like magic” to fit your refrigerator, counter or cupboard space. 

High-tensile strength wire and super-strong plastics for remarkable structural

strength. Folds flat to 8" x 13" x 1" for storage. One rack holds four bottles. 

(Wine not included.)   

A-X2009     CONAIR BATTERY-OPERATED BEARD/MUSTACHE TRIMMER.

Comes complete with attachment comb, pocket comb, cleaning brush and 

storage stand. Clear translucent unit and accessories. 8.25"H. Requires two AA

batteries (not included).
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B-E4822     RIVAL STEAM WAVE® IRON.

Nonstick soleplate. Spray Mist®. Variable steam. Variable temperature dial.

On/off indicator light. 180° swivel cord. AC. Bright Sea Spray color. 

B-R6313     iHOME PORTABLE MP3 PLAYER SPEAKER SYSTEM.

Clean, contemporary design complements any decor. Built-in audio cable 

connects any iPod or other audio devices. (iPod/audio device not included.)

Easy access to all iPod or mp3 controls. High-fidelity speaker. Operates on 

4 AA batteries (not included). 5.27" x 3.58" x 2.83". Black.

B-R6314     JENSEN VOICE-RECOGNITION TALKING CLOCK RADIO.

1.8" display. All clock functions can be performed manually or by using Smart

Talk voice recognition. Wake to AM/FM radio or alarm. Dual alarm, snooze and

sleep. High/low dimmer control. Auxiliary line-in for connecting other audio

devices. AC with battery backup. (Battery not included.) 7.4" x 2.5" x 3.5".

B-E4818     CONAIR SOUND THERAPY WITH NIGHT-LIGHT.

Drift off to sleep with any one of 10 soothing sounds (running stream, falling

rain, thunderstorm, songbirds, summer night, heartbeat, ocean waves, train,

rain forest or white noise. Four-position sleep timer with auto-off (15, 30, 45 or

60 minutes). LED night-light. 3" speaker. Volume control. AC. 6" x 2.6" x 2.4".

B-J2863     STERLING SILVER OLIVINE CUBIC ZIRCONIA PENDANT AND

EARRING SET. Pear-shaped olivine cubic zirconia stones set in gleaming 

sterling silver. Beautiful green gemstones are approximately 0.375" long x 0.25"

wide. Pendant is approximately 0.75" long (including bail). Includes a sterling

silver box link 18" length chain. Matching earrings for pierced ears. 

B-G4783     BLACK & DECKER BATTERY-POWERED SCREWDRIVER.

Spindle lock for manual use for greater control when starting and finishing

screws. Forward/reverse slide switch. Rubber grips provide comfort and 

control. Narrow nose piece for extended reach in tight places. Uses 4 AA

batteries (not included). Presentation box. 130 revolutions per minute. 

B-B4230     ROYAL WIRELESS LASER MOUSE.

Two-button mouse with 3D scrolling wheel. High resolution laser tracking.

Precision response at high speed. Plug and play. Compatible with USB 

1.1 and 2.0.

B-H9305     TERRAILLON DIGITAL KITCHEN SCALE.

Combines practicality with a pristine, all-white design. Dry/liquid measure. 

Tare function. Large 1.6" x 0.6" display. Measures in 0.125-oz. increments up 

to 6.6 lbs. Long-life lithium CR2032 batteries included. 6.6" x 7.9" x 1.5".   

B-V1413     VIVITAR 3-IN-1 CLIP SHOT DIGITAL CAMERA.

8MB internal memory for storing up to 138 digital photos. Also takes video

clips. Can be used as a webcam for internet chatting. Includes photo editing

software CD and USB cable. Built-in rechargeable lithium battery. Super small

and lightweight, fits in the palm of your hand.

B-B4210    ROYAL DIGITAL PICTURE PENCIL CUP.

1.5" LCD display. Built-in memory stores up to 70 photos. Supports BPM, GIF,

TIF and JPG picture formats. Time and date display. Alarm clock. Slideshow

mode, adjustable settings. Built-in rechargeable battery. Auto-off. Add/edit

delete pictures using included software. Includes USB cables. 3" x 3.5" x 4". 
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B-N8656     LA CROSSE WIRELESS WEATHER STATION.

LCD clock in 12- or 24-hour format. Fahrenheit or Celsius temperature display.

433MHz outdoor sensor. Receiver uses 2 AAA batteries, sensor uses 2 AA

batteries (not included).

B-T9223     GLD 6-IN-1 GAME SET.

Perfect for the family on the go or for simply relaxing in the comfort of your own

home. Includes a deck of cards, plus playing surfaces and accessories for

dominoes, chess, checkers, backgammon and cribbage. Vinyl construction.

Folds for travel or storage. 14" x 10" x 4" (closed).

B-L9270     RUSSELL GEAR DUFFEL BAG BY PREMIUM BAG.

U-shaped zippered opening to main compartment. Double web carrying 

handles with velcro grip closures. Adjustable shoulder strap with nonslip 

shoulder grip. Front zippered pocket. Zippered wet pocket on back of bag.

18.75"L x 9.5"W x 10.5"H. Blue with red trim.

B-A7780     SOUTH BEND SPINNING COMBO KIT.

Two-piece 5'6" fiberglass rod. Single ball-bearing reel. Size 25 reel featuring a

graphite seat. Includes tackle kit. 

B-E4333     CONAIR 3-IN-1 HAIR TRIMMER SET.

Combination nose/ear hair trimmer, multipurpose sideburn/neck trimmer and

fine line eyebrow/detailing trimmer. Rechargeable. Storage stand. 

B-E4722     HOMEDICS MASSAGING PILLOW.

Soothing massage relaxes muscles. Soft, plush material. Versatile design 

and styling. Cordless, battery operation. Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).

11" square.  

B-E4820     SUNBEAM 6-SPEED HAND MIXER.

Six-speed control for mixing versatility. Beater eject for quick and easy 

cleanup. Heel rest and bowl rest. 200-watt motor. AC.  

B-R6316     SONNET SOLAR-POWERED/HAND-CRANKED RADIO/LIGHT.

AM/FM radio with light and siren. Operates on either 2 AA batteries (not 

included) or rechargeable NiCad batteries (included) which you charge by

cranking or solar power. 6" high light reflector. Siren and carrying handle. 

9"L x 1.5"W x 6"H.

B-E4533     RIVAL HOT POT EXPRESS ELECTRIC KETTLE.

32-oz. hot pot boils water 60% faster than a microwave. Easy-to-clean plain

white exterior and nonstick interior. Seven settings, from low to high, allow milk

to gently warm or noodle soups to come to a full boil. 1000 watts. AC.

B-W1586     GENEVA HIS AND HERS WATCH SET.

Two-tone cases and link bracelets. Black dials. Water-resistant when case,

crown and crystal remain intact. Quartz movements.
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B-E4819     SUNBEAM 2-SLICE TOASTER.

Extra-wide slots allow for a wide range of bread types including hamburger

buns and bagels. High-rise toast lift. Cool Touch® exterior. Cancel option.

Removable crumb tray. Classic white color. AC.   

B-V1207     TREASURE CHEST OF RARE AND OLD U.S. MINT COINS.

Wooden chest filled with at least 30 old and fascinating coins. Contents vary.

May include pure copper wheat pennies (1909-1958), World War II coins, 

and even silver mercury dimes (1916-1945). 

B-R6128     UNIDEN 5.8GHz EXTENDED RANGE CORDLESS PHONE.

Caller ID/Call Waiting compatible. Voice mail indicator. English/French/Spanish

support. Ten speed dial locations. Handset speakerphone. Backlit keypad.

Ringer setting (high/low/off). Last-number redial. Desk or wall mountable.

Headset/hearing aid compatible. Belt clip.  

B-B4194     FRANKLIN 5-LANGUAGE EUROPEAN TRANSLATOR.

Over 210,000 translations to and from English, French, German, Spanish 

and Italian. Rolodex® data bank to store names and phone numbers.

Calculator. 4.25"L. 

B-B4175     ROYAL STRIP-CUT PERSONAL SHREDDER.

Black plastic case is 13" long with an arm that extends to fit all standard 

wastebaskets. Shreds up to 5 sheets at a time into 1/4" strips. Auto start/stop;

reverse option. 13" x 4.25" x 2.25". AC only. (Wastebasket not included.)

B-V9740     BUSHNELL 10 X 25MM POWERVIEW® BINOCULARS.

Lightweight and highly portable, these binoculars have fully coated optics for

maximum light transmission. Great for stadium sports, nature or general 

vacation use. 10 x 25mm, center focus. Compact design, contemporary styling.

Folding roof prisms. Field of view: 300 ft. at 1000 yds. 8.5 ozs.

B-J2862     VERMEIL CUBIC ZIRCONIA DOUBLE-CIRCLE PENDANT.

24K gold over sterling silver. Lovely design that will add sparkle to any jewelry

wardrobe. Double-circle pendant is approximately 1" long, large circle is

approximately 0.625" diameter. Includes sterling silver 18" length chain.  

B-G4891     BLACK & DECKER ALKALINE STUD FINDER.

Detects framing studs in walls for secure hanging of pictures, closet shelving,

railing and more. Detects studs through walls up to 3/4" thick, for use with most

walls. Audio and visual indicators. Powered by 2 AA batteries (included). 

B-X1996     J. A. HENCKELS 2-PIECE SANTOKU KNIFE SET.

From the Fine Edge Pro collection. Marvelous chopping, dicing and mincing

abilities. Hollow edge. Comfortable, well-balanced grip. Set includes one 

5" and one 7" santoku knife. 

B-N8658     BULOVA TURIN PICTURE FRAME CLOCK.

Hinged case with genuine leather panels. Brushed aluminum accents. Holds

one 2" x 3" photograph. Arabic numerals. Protective glass lens. Requires one

AA battery (not included). Overall dimensions: 6" x 4" x 1.25".
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B-V1284     BRUNTON DIGITAL PEDOMETER.

Measure your distance in miles or kilometers. Count your calories while you run

or walk. Count-up timer and filter function for accurate registration. Heavy-duty

spring clip. Extra large side reading display. 1.7" x 1.3" x 0.9". Weighs only 0.7 oz.

B-J9844     FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE.

18" length. Handstrung lustrous 5.5 x 5mm freshwater pearls. 14K gold clasp.  

B-K9069     PRODYNE JUBILEE ACRYLICWARE EMBOSSED PITCHER.

From the “Embossed Grape” collection. Lidded pitcher holds 2 quarts of 

your favorite beverage. Perfect for a formal indoor setting or casual outdoor

entertaining. Hand washing recommended. 10"H.

B-H9269     TERRAILLON MECHANICAL SCALE.

Contoured design with classic appeal. Smooth surface. Large, easy-to-read

dial. 330-lb. capacity. Silver.  

B-E4817     CONAIR PULSE MASSAGER.

Body massager with oil-dispensing mechanism. Two wicking oil reservoirs with

sealing caps included. Uses 2 AA batteries (not included). Faux suede storage

pouch. 8.4" x 3.4" x 2.9".

B-X2001     J. A. HENCKELS EVERSHARP PRO 2-PIECE CARVING SET.

High-quality stainless steel. Includes a meat fork and an 8" carving knife. Fully

tanged for proper balance. Triple-riveted handles. Micro-serrated edge never

needs sharpening. Duo-blade finish: blade is mirror polished, edge is satin 

finished. Contour black polypropylene handles. 

B-H9306     IGLOO 30-CAN SOFT COOLER.

Thick PolarthermTM insulation locks in cold for excellent temperature control.

Easy-open top hatch for quick access to drinks and snacks. Large front storage

pocket. No-leak, heat-sealed liner. Adjustable shoulder strap. Carrying handles.

Capacity: 30 cans. 12.6" x 7" x 13". Green.

B-E4385     RIVAL DIP MASTER SLOW COOKER.

Perfect for dips and sauces. 1.5-quart capacity. Removable stoneware. 

Rinse-clean coating. Glass lid. One heat setting. AC. White. 

B-R6315     JVC MARSHMALLOW IN-EAR HEADPHONES.

Superior sound isolation with new MICRO-HD driver unit which is loaded at 

the tip of housing. High-definition, dynamic sound without diffused reflection.

Comfortable, secure fitting with soft rubber cushion. Three-size silicon ear

pieces. 3.28-ft. cord. Gold-plated iPhone-compatible plug. Carrying pouch.

B-R6271     RCA AM/FM CLOCK RADIO.

Large 1.4" green LED display. SmartSnoozeTM allows any of the top buttons to

act as a snooze whenever the alarm is activated. Wake to radio or alarm.

Programmable sleep and snooze functions. Ramp-up alarm slowly increases

volume while sounding. AC with battery backup (battery not included).  
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C-B4232     ROYAL DIGITAL PHOTO FRIDGE FRAME.

1.5" LCD screen. Slideshow mode. Time/date display. Alarm clock and built-in

countdown kitchen timer. Motion sensor automatically turns unit on. Heavy duty

magnets, mount on fridge or file cabinet. Spring clip holds notes, grocery lists,

etc. Download software and USB cable included. 2.5"W x 3.5"H x 0.5"D.

C-R6092     UNIDEN 2-WAY RADIO SET.

Up to 12-mile range. Features 22 channels; 15 GMRS/7 FRS. One call tone.

Channel scan, channel monitor. “Roger” beep. Keypad lock and battery

strength meter. Includes belt clip.

C-L9048     KLUGE® 18" DUFFEL BAG.

Rugged, blue polyester bag with black trim. Roomy main compartment with

nine additional outside pockets. Detachable shoulder strap. 18" x 11" x 10".

C-E4826     DIRT DEVIL SCORPION SWIFT STICK VAC.

Lightweight, slim design. Superior maneuverability. Metal handle. Bagless.

Crevice tool included. Low profile nozzle, ideal for cleaning under furniture 

and in small spaces. Push button for quick dirt cup emptying. 16-foot cord. 

C-R6323     MOTOROLA UNIVERSAL BLUETOOTH® HEADSET.

Snug fit, simple controls. Mini USB connector port. Up to 6 days standby time.

On/off switch. Designed for easy connection with your Bluetooth-enabled

device. Class 2 Bluetooth range. HFP 1.5. Wireless range up to approximately

33-feet. Reversible ear hooks. Lightweight and comfortable, only 0.39-oz.   

C-E4786     HOMEDICS ENVIRASCAPE ILLUMINATED FOUNTAIN.

A serene addition to any room. Water flow replicates the sight and sounds 

of a tranquil spring. Soft, dramatic illumination. Assembled dimensions: 

8.1" x 7.3" x 8.3". AC.

C-J2824     STERLING SILVER DIAMOND PENDANT.

Lovely journey pendant features diamonds (.10 carat total weight). Pendant is 

approximately 1.1" long. Suspended from an 18" sterling silver cable chain. 

C-R6321     RCA LARGE BUTTON AM/FM CLOCK RADIO.

Clearly labeled large buttons. Extra-large 1.4" display. Second display indicates

time and mode. Snooze. Night-light with automatic-on option. Wake to radio or

alarm. Automatic time set. Adjustable brightness. Line-in to connect your own

digital audio device. Battery backup, requires two AA batteries (included). 

C-E4825     DELONGHI 4-CUP DRIP COFFEE MAKER.

Easy-access filter basket with permanent, washable filter. Showerhead design

helps extract your coffee’s full, natural flavor. Nonstick warming plate for easy

cleaning. Pause and serve function. Push-button control. Cord storage. 

7.1" x 9.1" x 11.3". Black. 

C-K9049     THE WINE BAR® FOLDING WINE RACK.

Holds up to six bottles of wine. When not in use the foil cutter, corkscrew 

and sealer are returned to the handy storage slots and the rack folds for 

storage. Built-in carry handle makes it easy to move from rec room to patio. 

12" x 12" x 5.5" (open). 12" x 12" x 1" (closed). 
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C-K9047     TOTES ECO ’BRELLA FOLDING UMBRELLA.

44" canopy is made of 100% recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles;

frame is made of 70% recycled aluminum. Stylish, earth-friendly bamboo 

handle and waxed hemp strap. Automatic open and close. Both the canopy and

strap prominently display a recycled symbol within a raindrop.

C-R6133     WEATHERX LANTERN/FLASHLIGHT RADIO.

AM/FM radio with digital readout. Instant weather band. Super bright 9-LED

flashlight with multi-intensity light switch. 8-LED top lantern. Built-in speaker.

Emergency siren. Dynamo hand-crank power or use four C batteries 

(not included).

C-V9741     BUSHNELL 12 x 25MM COMPACT BINOCULAR.

From the Powerview® collection. 12 x 25mm, center focus. Compact design,

folding roof prism. 378-ft. field of view. Fully coated optics. Includes neck strap

and carrying case. 11.3 ounces. 

C-J2866     GOLD HOOP EARRINGS WITH REMOVABLE ACCENT.

14K yellow gold. Attractive white gold spheres move freely on these 14.5mm

polished yellow gold hoops. For pierced ears.

C-V1281     BRUNTON PED-RADIO™.

Pedometer and radio in one. FM radio with 9-channel memory. Includes step,

distance, calorie count functions and an automatic timer. Stride adjustable.

Built-in motion filter function prevents recording of body movements and false

steps. Belt clip. Headphones and CR2032 battery included.

C-E4827     CONAIR WALL-MOUNT COMPACT HAIR DRYER.

Dryer automatically shuts off when placed in mount. Two heat/speed settings. 

6-ft. coil cord. LED night-light. Mounting hardware and instructions included.

1600 watts. Off-white. 

C-H9271     BIALETTI ITALIAN COLLECTION FRYPAN SET.

Sparkling gray exteriors. Soft-grip handles. Teflon classic nonstick interior 

coating ensures superior cooking performance. Set includes one 8" and 

one 10" frypan.

C-X2368     MAG-LITE® FLASHLIGHTS.

Adjustable beam switches from a hot spot to a soft flood. Nonslip grip.

Waterproof set includes one triple D cell standard flashlight and one mini 

Mag-Lite which uses two AA batteries. Batteries not included.

C-K9050     BODUM CEYLON ICED TEA JUG.

For year-round use. Made of see-through plastic, the jug serves both cold and

pleasantly warm beverages. Serve all kinds of delicious drinks: orange juice

with mint leaves, sangria with fruit, or ice water with cucumber or lime slices.

102-oz. capacity. 11.5"H.

C-H9308     IGLOO 6-PIECE MAXCOLD GEL SET.

Gel-insulated containers expand your cooling options beyond traditional to-go

containers. Simply freeze them overnight, and the Ultratherm® insulation will

keep things cold for hours – no matter where you are. Set includes: 6-cup, 

3-cup and 1.5-cup rectangular containers with lids.  
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C-K9048     SANTA CRUZ DUMPLING LUNCH COOLER.

Insulated tote features watertight liner and comfortable shoulder straps. 

Zips open wide for easy packing. 100% cotton polka dot designer fabric. 

20-oz. capacity. 15" x 7.25" x 8.25".

C-H9295     TERRAILLON LINEO DIGITAL MEMORY SCALE.

Smooth surface platform with teal stripe accent. Two memories. Measures in

0.2-lb. increments up to 330 lbs. Auto-on feature. 1.8" x 1.1" LCD display. 

Long-life lithium CR2032 battery included. 12.4" x 12.8" x 1.7".  

C-X2002     J. A. HENCKELS KITCHEN AND POULTRY SHEARS DUO SET.

From the TWIN® L collection. Dishwasher safe. Paring knife is perfect for 

peeling and slicing tasks. High carbon, stainless steel blades. Poultry shears

feature micro-serrated blades, screw-top opener and a precision screw for easy

blade sharpening. 

C-X2012     FULCRUM LIGHT ITTM MULTIFLEX 6-LED WORK LIGHT.

Powerful clip and goose neck adjustability puts super 6-LED brightness where

you need it. Great for barbecue, desk or workshop. Requires three AA batteries

(not included). Titanium and black finish.

C-G4892     BLACK & DECKER CORDLESS SCREWDRIVER.

Spindle lock for greater control when starting and finishing screws and for

optional manual use. Forward/reverse slide switch. Comfortable textured grip.

Planetary gearing. Narrow nosepiece for extended reach in tight places.

Textured grip for comfort and control. 2.4 volts of alkaline battery power.  

C-W1534     GENEVA HIS AND HERS WATCH SET.

Each watch features a silvertone dial with sweep second hand and a two-tone

link bracelet. Quartz movements.

C-T9233     FAT CAT BACKGAMMON GAME BY GLD PRODUCTS.

Backgammon is a classic game of fortune and skill with simple, easy-to-learn

rules. Includes all game pieces plus instructions. Folds in half for easy storage.

Convenient carrying handle. Recommended for ages 6 and up. Opens to:

19" x 18" x 3".

C-E4727     RIVAL CROCK POT® 3-QUART SLOW COOKER.

Removable round stoneware for easy serving and cleanup. Two heat settings.

Dishwasher-safe stoneware and lid. AC. 

C-N8659     HOWARD MILLER LEWISTON CLOCK WITH PICTURE FRAME.

Swirling brushed silver finish. White clock dial. Second hand. Frame holds a 

4" x 6" photo. Quartz movement, battery included. 11" x 7.5" x 1.5".

C-B4193     FRANKLIN SUDOKU BY NIKOLI.

Sudoku is a mathematical game, similar to a crossword puzzle. Easy to learn,

but surprisingly difficult to put down. Includes sudoku puzzle builder and solver

with touch-screen display and two G13 batteries. 3.25" x 4.25" x 1".
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C-R6322     GPX HOME RADIO WITH MP3 CONNECTION.

AM/FM radio with white digital display. MP3/MP4 folding docking pin. Digital

clock with alarm. Dual speakers with cloth grills. Stereo headphone jack. Aux-in

3.5mm pin stereo jack to connect to other audio players. (iPod/audio player not

included.) AC. Battery backup for clock requires two AA batteries (not included). 

C-J9845     FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE.

18" length. Handstrung, lustrous 7 x 6.5mm freshwater pearls. 14K gold clasp.  

C-N8612     LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY WEATHER STATION.

Temperature displays in Fahrenheit or Celsius. 915MHz outdoor sensor 

delivers instant transmission of data. Radio-controlled digital clock. Receiver

uses two AAA batteries (not included); sensor uses one button cell (included).

Receiver: 2.3" x 4.7" x 0.7". Sensor: 1.5" x 3.33" x 0.5". Hang or stand.  

C-E4537     CONAIR KING-SIZE HEATING PAD.

Large heating area, 12" x 24". Three heat settings with automatic off. Machine-

washable cloth cover. Absorbent sponge for moist heat. Self-adhesive belt.   

C-R6142     AUGEN MP3 PENDANT WITH TOUCH PAD CONTROL.

2GB memory holds 500 songs. Movable electronic hard disk. Supports high

speed USB 2.0 port. MP3/WMA formats. Low power consumption, rechargeable

battery. No drive program required for systems Windows 98 or above. Includes

USB cable and earphones. 

C-B4180     ROYAL ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER.

Heavy-duty helical steel cutting blade. Extra large, transparent shavings 

receptacle. Built-in pencil holder. Nonskid rubber feet. Sharpened point 

indicator. Auto start. Auto pencil stop. AC. 

C-A7799     SOUTH BEND TELESCOPING FISHING POLE COMBO.

5-ft. rod collapses down to only 11". Easily fits in most smaller gear bags.

Comes complete with matching ultralight spinning reel. Graphite composite.

C-K9071     GARDEN NESTED BOWL SET.

Unique sculpted design, nests for storage. Set of four bowls includes one each:

10.9" diameter, 8.75" diameter, 6.8" diameter and 4.8" diameter. 100% melamine.

Dishwasher safe. Yellow.

C-V1416     HOMEDICS AUTOMATIC WRIST BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR.

Smart Measure technology for clinically proven accuracy. Portable and 

convenient. Easy to use. 99 memory recall. Date and time stamp. Memory

averaging function. Uses two AAA batteries (not included). 5.8" x 7" x 3.7".

C-L9273     RUSSELL BACKPACK BY PREMIUM BAG.

Top zippered opening leads to main compartment. Padded laptop pouch.

Padded, adjustable shoulder straps. Zippered pocket on one end, mesh open

pocket on the other end. Constructed of rugged 600-denier polyester fabric.

Adult sized: 13" x 7.5" x 17". Blue. 
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D-R6319     UNIDEN CORDLESS PHONE WITH ANSWERING SYSTEM.

Handset speakerphone. Orange backlit crystal keys and large 3-line LCD. 

70-number transferable phone book. 30 name/number Caller ID. Backward/

forward compatibility. Voice Mail Waiting light on handset. Answering system

with 14 minutes recording time and English/Spanish voice prompts.  

D-V1414     HISTORIC U.S. CURRENCY COLLECTION.

Three types of currency from the past century displayed in a handsome acrylic

frame. Includes a $2 Federal Reserve Note, a $2 U.S. Note and a $1 Silver

Certificate last issued in 1957. Each note is an obligation of the U.S. government,

but is not redeemable in silver. A fascinating collection.

D-E3012     PRESTO FRY DADDY® ELECTRIC DEEP FRYER.

Makes four big servings with just four cups of oil. Nonstick surface. Handy

scoop — no messy basket. Snap-on storage lid. AC.  

D-J2867     STERLING SILVER FRESHWATER PEARL BRACELET.

Accented with oval-shaped, multicolor-dyed pink, gray and white freshwater

pearls. S-link design. Length adjustable from 7.5" to 8".

D-X2011     REMINGTON 24-PIECE HAIRCUTTING KIT.

Professional precision clippers. Cord/cordless operation. Titanium-infused

blades are self-sharpening, never need oiling. Kit includes: clipper, blade guard,

10 hair-length attachments including left and right ear taper guides, fade comb

attachment, cleaning brush, scissors, cutting comb, clips and storage case. 

D-R6273     RCA DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER.

Up to 200 hours of recording. 512MB built-in flash memory. Built-in, flip-out

USB port. Voice-activated recording. Variable speed playback. Intro scan for

quick preview of messages. Bookmark. Date/time stamp. Editing functions.

Built-in speaker, built-in microphone. Low-battery indicator. Headphone jack.

D-V1415     VIVITAR 1.3-MEGAPIXEL 3-IN-1 DIGITAL CAMERA.

1.4" display screen. 8MB internal memory. Capable of recording AVI video clips,

plus it can be used as a webcam. Requires two AAA batteries (not included).

Compatible with Windows and all Mac computers with Intel processors. 

D-K9051     COLLAPSIBLE PARTY TUB COOLER.

Large insulated cooler holds up to 48 cans with ice. Pop top in the lid allows 

for easy access to beverages. Collapsible for easy transportation and storage.

17.25" diameter x 12". Blue. 

D-H9307     TERRAILLON AURA TOUCH ELECTRONIC BATH SCALE.

Perfect for monitoring weight change. Four memories to record weight or loss

between two measurements. Touch-sensitive buttons. Large screen with extra-

large digit display. Ergonomic platform with gloss white finish. Operates on two

AAA batteries (not included). 13.5" x 13.5" x 1.8". 350-lb. capacity. 

D-R6124     UNIDEN 2-WAY GMRS RADIOS.

Up to 18-mile range with varied terrains. 22 channels (15 GMRS, 7 FRS).

Backlit LCD display. Battery strength meter. Keypad lock. Roger beep. Dual

charging cradle with two NIMH batteries. Belt clip. 99 CTCSS/DSC privacy

codes. Channel scan, monitor. Recharge capable. Five call tones. Headset jack.
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D-L9271     RUSSELL ECO-FRIENDLY ROLL BAG.

Top zippered opening. Detachable, adjustable shoulder strap. Double web 

carrying handles with Velcro wrap closure. Front zippered pocket and carrying

handle on one end of roll bag. 100% cotton canvas. 22" x 12".

D-N8660     HOWARD MILLER CLIFTON TABLETOP CLOCK.

3/8" thick glass panel with beveled sides and polished edges. Brushed aluminum

top and base. White dial with black Roman numerals. Black minute and hour

hands, silvertone second hand. Felt-covered bottom. Quartz movement. Uses

one AA battery (not included). 5.75" x 1.75" x 7".

D-G4877     DREMEL 4.8V MINIMITE® CORDLESS ROTARY TOOL KIT.

Light-duty drilling, sanding, shaping and detailing. Two speeds: 6500 and

13,000 rpm. Includes 3-hour charger, removable battery pack and five precision

accessories.  

D-E4732     BACK TO BASICS SMOOTHIE SWIRL.

Easy-to-use on/off controls and pulse feature. 40-oz. plastic blending jar complete

with dispensing valve and stir stick. 350-watt/400-watt pulse motor. Instruction

manual with recipes.  

D-B4209     ROYAL INFO-TO-GO 3MB PDA.

Six-line display. Pull-out QWERTY keyboard. Address book. Calorie and carb

lists, toll-free numbers, weights, measures, etc. To-do list and memo book.

Password protection. Includes PC sync software, CD, USB cable. Synchronizes

with MS Outlook and Outlook Express (MS Outlook software not included). 

D-R6135     GPX TOP-LOAD DVD PLAYER.

Play movies, listen to music CDs and view photo CD slide shows. Top-loading.

Plays DVD±R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW and JPEG discs. Chapter/title search and

select. NTSC. Supports multiple languages and language subtitles. 3.5mm AV

output. Remote control uses two AAA batteries (not included). 9" x 6" x 1.5".  

D-J2868     STERLING SILVER CUBIC ZIRCONIA AND PEARL NECKLACE.

Features oval-shaped, multicolor-dyed pink, gray and white freshwater pearls.

The 2.5" long drop hangs from an adjustable 16"–18" chain necklace.

D-G4894     BLACK & DECKER 9-INCH TRIMMER.

Lightweight, compact design. Nine-inch cut swath is ideal for light-duty 

trimming. Quick, two-step assembly. Bump feed spool allows feeding of the 

line as needed. Cord retention system prevents accidental cord disconnection.

1.8-amp motor. 11,000 revolutions per minute. 

D-R6317     JENSEN CD PLAYER WITH AM/FM RADIO.

Top-loading CD player, CD-R/RW compatible. LED display. Skip/search, 

forward and back. Programmable memory. Bass boost. AM/FM stereo receiver.

Headphone jack (headphones not included). Built-in carrying handle. AC or use

eight C batteries (batteries not included). 9" x 8.75" x 5.5".

D-H9273     BIALETTI ITALIAN COLLECTION FRYPAN SET.

Sparkling gray exteriors. Soft-grip handles. Teflon classic nonstick interior coating

ensures superior cooking performance. Set includes one 10" and one 12" frypan.
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D-V9746     BUSHNELL 10 X 50MM BINOCULAR.

Perfect for sporting events, sightseeing, nature study. Field of view: 288 ft. at

1000 yds. Insta-Focus® system. Coated optics. Comes complete with carrying

case and strap.  

D-J2869     STERLING SILVER CUBIC ZIRCONIA HOOP EARRINGS.

Channel-set cubic zirconia stones make these earrings a sparkling addition to

any jewelry wardrobe. Approximately 0.875" diameter. For pierced ears.  

D-E4729     EUREKA QUICK-UP CORDLESS VAC.

Motorized, on/off brush roll for easy switching between carpet and hard floors.

Stair cleaning handle. Easy-empty dust cup. Converts to hand vac. Six-volt 

battery. Wall-mountable charger. 

D-X1836     J. A. HENCKELS INTERNATIONAL 5-PIECE SCISSORS SET.

Stainless steel blades, polypropylene handles. 4" embroidery, 6" household,

8.5" bent shears, flower shears and kitchen shears. Hand wash.

D-W1700     TIMEX EXPEDITION® LADIES’ METAL FIELD WATCH.

Date feature. Indiglo® night-light illuminates the dial at the touch of a button.

Water-resistant to 100m as long as case, crown and crystal remain intact.

Genuine leather strap. Quartz movement. 

D-R6318     JENSEN PORTABLE SELF-POWERED RADIO/FLASHLIGHT.

Instant weather and marine forecast information. AM/FM receiver. Adjustable

bright LED flashlight and reading light. Alarm clock. Aux input jack to connect

your digital audio player. Siren. Three-way power: manual charge, AC adaptable

(adapter not included) or three AA batteries (not included). 8" x 3.6" x 5.25".

D-E4824     BEMIS SINGLE-ROOM TABLETOP HUMIDIFIER.

Two-speed fan. 2.7 gallons of output per day. Humidifies up to 640 square feet.

Two-gallon water capacity. Easy-fill bucket. 11" x 11" x 10.5". 

D-N8613     LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY WIRELESS WEATHER STATION.

Advanced forecast icon. Displays indoor humidity, indoor and outdoor 

temperature, sunrise/sunset, moon phase, and 12- or 24-hour time. Alarm 

with snooze. Wireless outdoor sensor included. Requires five AA batteries 

(not included). Wall-hanging or free-standing receiver: 6" x 1.13" x 4.25".

D-E4730     HOMEDICS REVITALIZER BACK MASSAGER WITH HEAT.

Stress relief for back, shoulder and thighs. Five-motor invigorating massage.

Soothing heat. Quilted, baffle box construction. Personalized zone control.

Variable 2-speed intensity. Hand control. Includes auto and home adapters. 

D-E4801     SUNBEAM STEAM MASTER IRON.

Drip-free. Spray mist. Shot of steam. Vertical steam feature for hanging clothes

and draperies. Self-cleaning. Nonstick soleplate. SecurecordTM retraction allows

safe retraction without whipping effect. Auto-off. Storage Strip® indicator lets you

know when iron is cool enough for storage.  
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D-W1701     TIMEX MEN’S DRESS WATCH WITH LEATHER STRAP.

Black dial. Date feature. Metallic case. Luminescent hands. Water-resistant to

50m as long as case, crown and crystal remain intact. Black leather strap.

Quartz movement.

D-E7517 CUISINART MINI PREP PROCESSOR.

Chops, grinds and purees. Reversible blade. Two-speed (high/low) operation.

21-oz. capacity. Cord storage. Spatula and recipe book included. 7" x 5" x 9". 

D-E4823     BACK TO BASICS STOVE-TOP POPPER GIFT SET.

Everything necessary to make and serve great tasting theater-style popcorn 

at home. Includes 6-quart aluminum popper, two packs of theater-style popcorn

and oil, and 10 popcorn boxes. 

D-J2895     STERLING SILVER ABALONE PENDANT.

Genuine abalone shell mounted in brightly polished sterling silver. Suspended

from a cobalt blue rubber cord. Sterling silver lobster-claw clasp. Pendant is

approximately 1.5" long, including bail. Cord is 18" long. Note: Abalone is a 

natural material. There will be variations in color, shape and swirl pattern. 

D-X1989     HENCKELS INTERNATIONAL 8-PIECE STEAK KNIFE SET.

Constructed of high-quality German stainless steel. 3.5" serrated blades.

Dishwasher safe. Set contains eight knives.

D-R6320     AUGEN SOLAR LANTERN WITH CHARGER.

Great for camping or pathway decor. Bright LED light. Requires just 6–8 hours

in the sun to charge to full capacity. Provides up to 8.5 hours of light per

charge. Mobile device charging capabilities. Two rechargeable batteries 

included. 6.5" x 4.7" x 9.7".

D-E4731     HOOVER WET/DRY HAND VAC.

Pick up liquid spills and dry debris from carpet or dry surfaces. Cordless design.

7.2-volt rechargeable battery lasts a long time on a single charge. Bagless dirt

cup is easy to empty. Washable, reusable filter. Wall-mountable recharging rack.

D-K9070     JUBILEE ACRYLICWARE PITCHER AND GOBLET SET.

Elegant acrylic serveware from the “Embossed Grape” collection. Set includes

a 2-quart lidded pitcher and four matching 10-oz. wine goblets. Perfect for formal

indoor or casual outdoor entertaining. Hand washing recommended.

D-R6218     RCA AM/FM CD CLOCK RADIO WITH LARGE DISPLAY.

Top-loading CD and CD-R/W player. Large 0.6" LED display. Easy to set, easy

to use. Programmable sleep automatically turns off radio after 90 minutes.

Wake to radio, CD or alarm. Power failure indicator. AC with battery backup 

(9V battery not included). 5.5 x 7.9" x 3.5".

D-R6137     JENSEN AM/FM SHOWER RADIO AND CD PLAYER.

Backlit LCD display. Vertical-loading CD player with skip/search forward and

back. Repeat one or all. Programmable memory. Alarm clock with snooze. 

Fog-resistant mirror. Waterproof mylar speaker. Splash-resistant cabinet. Uses

six C batteries and one AAA battery (not included). 7" x 10.9" x 1.9". 
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E-R6106     GPX DVD/CD PLAYER.

Supports DVD, VCD, CD, CD-R, CD-RW, and JPEG media. Chapter/title search

and select. Programmable CD tracks. TV display aspect ratio conversion: 4:3/16:9.

NTSC/PAL system conversion. Progressive scan output, component video 

output (cable included), and S-video output. Remote control.

E-G4911     SKIL 4.5AMP JIGSAW.

Open-foot design improves visibility of cutting area. Quick change foot for easy

angle changes. Dust blower. Variable speed dial. Two-finger trigger with lock-on.

Blade storage. Toolless blade change. Accepts T+U shank blades.

E-B4217     FRANKLIN TALKING SPANISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

Student dictionary designed to aid those of all ages to learn Spanish or English.

Speaks 10,000 English and Spanish words. Spell correction finds a word even

when you misspell it. Bilingual keyboard and bilingual screen messages.

Headphone jack. Requires four AAA batteries (not included). 6.4" x 4" x 1".

E-A7863     SOUTH BEND READY-2-FISH FLY-FISHING ROD AND REEL COMBO.

Two-piece 8' rod with 6/7-weight action. 50% fiberglass blank. Snake guides.

Cork handle. Graphite reel seat with aluminum hood. Oversized graphite spool.

Single handle.

E-R6337 COBY PORTABLE CD BOOMBOX/iPOD DOCK.
Universal iPod dock plays and charges iPod. (iPod not included.) Top-loading

CD player with programmable track memory. AM/FM radio with telescoping FM

antenna. Full-range speaker system. Stereo headphone jack. Remote control.

Requires eight C batteries (not included) or AC power. 10" x 9" x 5".

E-J2846     GOLD-PLATED DIAMOND EARRINGS.

Diamonds (.25 carat total weight) highlight these elegant hoop earrings.

Approximately 1" diameter. For pierced ears. 

E-W1702     TIMEX IRONMAN TRIATHLON® MEN’S WATCH.

Thirty-lap recall. Occasion mode. Three-alarm feature. Three time zones. 

Split-lap timing. Water-resistant to 100m. Fast-wrap strap.

E-H9311     SANTA FE SKILLET/SEARING GRILL SET BY NORDIC WARE.

Professional weight, nonstick cookware with red enamel exteriors and Bakelite

handles. Open sauté skillet in versatile 10" size. The 11" searing grill with

raised ribs produces restaurant-style searing and is great for stove-top grilling.

E-R6338     COBY DIGITAL PHOTO FRAME.

3.5" TFT LCD color display. Displays JPEG photo files. Contemporary styling.

Photo slideshow mode. SD, MMC and MS card slots (memory cards not 

included). Full-size USB port for use with flash drives. Wall mountable design

with detachable stand. 5.1" x 5.9" x 1". AC.

E-E4837     DELONGHI STAINLESS STEEL TOASTER.

Stainless steel housing and die-cast knob, buttons and levers. Two extra-wide,

extra-long toasting slots. Bread opening: 1.5"W x 5.5"L. Adjustable 6-setting

browning control. Cancel, defrost and bagel functions. Extra lift lever for safe

food removal. Slide-out crumb tray. 7" x 12" x 9". AC.
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E-E4840     RIVAL 3.5-QUART FONDUE POT.

Polished stainless steel housing. Removable, adjustable temperature control.

Magnetic, break-away AC cord set. Cool-touch handles, skid-resistant rubber

feet. Fully immersible. Includes eight fondue forks and fork holder ring. 

E-W1776     RELIC BY FOSSIL MEN’S CALENDAR WATCH.

Stainless steel case and link bracelet with gold accents. Luminous hands.

Water-resistant. Quartz movement.

E-J9847     FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARL 18" NECKLACE.

Handstrung, lustrous 8 x 7.5mm fresh-water pearls. 14K gold clasp.

E-H9310     IGLOO MAXCOLD PICNIC SET 2GO.

MaxCold® gel-insulated containers with air-insulated, locking lids. Freeze

overnight and load up in the morning. Hours of temperature-safe food storage.

Plastic construction, resist stains and odors. Includes one soft, 24-can bag; two

24-oz. sports bottles; one 10-cup container, and one 6-cup container.

E-V1422     VISTAQUEST 2.0-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA.

1.4" LCD display. 1600 x 1200 resolution. Fixed lens. 8MB built-in memory.

Video capability. Expandable SD memory slot (SD card not included). Flash.

Uses two AAA batteries (not included). 

E-E4858     BACK TO BASICS AUTO-SERVE SMOOTHIE MAKER.

Make nutritious smoothies in a jiffy. Automatic power dispensing: when a glass

is pressed against the dispensing button the motor runs at low speed and 

perfectly dispenses smoothie or other thick beverage. 56-ounce jar. Heavy-

duty, ice-crushing blades. Stir stick. 600-watt pulse-power motor. Easy cleanup. 

E-E4838 BACK TO BASICS RED STOVE-TOP POPPER GIFT SET.

Everything you need to make and serve great tasting theater-style popcorn at

home. Six-quart aluminum popper with festive, red finish. Includes two packs of

theater-style popcorn and oil, and 10 popcorn boxes. 

E-T9235     GLD FIVE-IN-ONE COMBO GAME SET.

Leatherette storage case with white stitching. Interior with chess, checker and

backgammon playing fields. Includes all game pieces for chess, checkers and

backgammon, plus a set of 28 dominoes and five poker dice. Leatherette dice

cup. Three drawstring storage bags. Closed: 9" x 10.25" x 2".

E-E4836     MR. COFFEE STEAM ESPRESSO/CAPPUCCINO MAKER.

Makes 1–4 cups of espresso or cappuccino. Variable steam control and 

frothing aid steam milk to perfection. Three-way select knob allows for separate

brewing and frothing. Pressure safety valve. Removable drip tray. Includes

measuring scoop and tool. Convenient cord storage. Black. AC. 

E-N8457     LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY WIRELESS WEATHER CENTER.

Indoor temperature and humidity, remote temperature. Includes remote 

temperature sensor. Radio-controlled time and date. Uses four AA batteries 

(not included). Wall-hanging or free-standing. Woodgrain cherry finish. 

3.75" x 1.25" x 5.5". 
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E-R6335     RCA MP3 PLAYER.

2GB flash memory. 1.8" color display. Video and JPEG photo playback. FM

radio/record and built-in voice recorder. Audio playback compatible with most

download/subscription services including iTunes. Video Snip captures online

video to view on your player. Built-in lithium battery.

E-E4835     BISSELL HARD SURFACE CLEANER.

Environmentally safe, 100% chemical-free cleaning using only hot water vapor.

Leaves no harmful fumes behind. Easy-to-press trigger. Versatile cleaning

throughout the home, especially kitchen and bath. Includes grout brush, detail

brushes, scraping tool, angle concentrator, extension hose and squeegee. 

E-H9274     TERRAILLON ELECTRONIC NAUTICA BATH SCALE.

Body fat analyzer gradation. Body water gradation. Athlete mode. Stores data

for up to 10 users. Weight-only function. Body fat analyzer cursor. Large LCD

display. Requires one 9V battery (not included). White.

E-E4834     PROCTOR SILEX MORNING BAKER WAFFLE IRON.

Quick and easy way to make round, Belgian-style waffles. Nonstick grilling 

surface. Preheat and ready indicator. Compact, upright storage. Cord wrap.

Nonslip grip feet. Mess-proof, covered hinge. 11.25" x 8.5" x 4.25". AC.

E-R6134     GPX HOME MUSIC SYSTEM.

Vertical-load CD and CD-R/RW player. AM/FM radio with digital readout. 

Audio line input to connect your MP3 player (3.5mm jack). Full-range stereo

speakers. Digital volume control. Backlit LCD display, digital clock. Main unit:

7.2" x 4.1" x 9.1". Wall mountable. Built-in AC line cord. (iPod not included.)

E-V9911     BUSHNELL 8 X 25MM PERMAFOCUS® BINOCULARS.

Compact design. Preset focusing – ideal for spectator sports, distant wildlife

observation or winter use with gloves. Fully coated optics for superior light

transmission. Rubberized armoring. Slip-resistant grip. BK-7 prism glass, 

porro prism system.

E-E4839     DIRT DEVIL ULTRA HAND VAC.

Put the power of an upright in the palm of your hand. Lightweight. Quick-flip

crevice tool. Brush roll. Stretch hose. Features 4-amp motor for strong suction

and great cleaning power. 16' AC cord. 

E-V1349     AMERICA GOES TO WAR COIN/STAMP COLLECTION.

Coins in circulation during the war years of the 20th century mounted with U.S.

postage stamps issued to honor America's valor. Includes the Buffalo Nickel,

two .900 Silver Mercury Dimes and the 1943 Steel Lincoln Cent. Presented 

in an 8" x 10" acrylic frame.

E-R6339     UNIDEN DECT 6.0 CORDLESS PHONE SET.

Interference-free cordless frequency. Orange backlit crystal keys and 3-line

LCD. 70-number transferable phone book. 30 name/number Caller ID.

Backward/forward compatibility. Wireless network friendly. Expandable up to six

handsets, one extra handset included. Intercom/call transfer between handsets.

E-K4377     J.A. HENCKELS 23-PIECE STAINLESS FLATWARE.

“Vintage 1876” pattern. 18/10 stainless steel with forged blades. Service for

four includes four each: salad fork, dinner fork, dinner knife, soup spoon and 

teaspoon. Hostess set includes one each: serving spoon, meat fork, butter knife.
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E-E4841     HAMILTON BEACH SMART GRIPTM IRON.

9.25" nonstick soleplate. Adjustable steam control. Viewable reservoir. 

Position-sensitive auto shutoff. Spray/blast/vertical steam. Angled, top-mounted 

temperature controls. Sloped, Soft Grip® comfort handle. Anti-drip. Easy-reach

spray and blast buttons.  

E-X2016     REMINGTON RECHARGEABLE CORDLESS SHAVER.

Pivot & Flex technology with titanium-coated blades. Dual foil for close, 

comfortable shaves in less time. Three-position side trimmer. 2-hour charge

time provides 60 minutes of cordless shaving. Washable. Low battery and

charging indicator. Masculine design.

E-A7862     JEF WORLD OF GOLF PRACTICE DRIVING NET.

Sets up easily in minutes. Ideal for practicing swings and shots in your backyard,

the park, or just about anywhere. Lightweight and durable. Fiberglass poles.

Opens to 9' x 7.5'.

E-R6138     GPX UNDER-CABINET CD PLAYER.

Drawer-load CD and CD-R/RW player. Programmable tracks. Repeat and 

random play. AM/FM stereo radio with digital readout and rotary tuning. Dual

front-firing dynamic speakers. Audio input jacks. Remote control. Mounting

instructions and hardware included. Built-in AC cord. 11.5" x 10.4" x 3.7".

E-W1703     HELBROS LADIES’ GOLDTONE DIAMOND WATCH.

Goldtone case and bracelet. Diamond accents on bezel. White dial with goldtone

hands and hour dots. Quartz movement.

E-V1423     HOMEDICS AUTOMATIC BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR.

Clinically proven accuracy. Includes two arm cuffs to fit virtually all arm sizes.

Extra large digits. Risk Category Indicator alerts user when readings fall into

hypertensive or prehypertensive range. 100-memory recall, two users. Date/time

stamp and memory averaging function. Batteries and storage case.

E-R6336     iHOME PORTABLE ALARM CLOCK/iPOD DOCK.

Docks, plays and charges iPod. (iPod not included.) Aux input for iPod shuffle 

and other audio devices. Wake to iPod or buzzer alarm. Sleep to iPod with

selectable sleep timer. Two dynamic stereo speakers with Reson8® technology.

Universal voltage AC adapter or use four AA batteries (not included). 

E-E4842     SHOP-VAC HANG ON PORTABLE POWER VAC.

Powerful, efficient wet/dry cleanup in a handheld package. Lightweight and wall

mountable. 1.5 gallon tank. Extra-quiet operation. Lock-on 1.25" x 4' hose. Gulper

nozzle, crevice tool, filters and wall mounting bracket included. 1.5 peak hp. 

6' AC cord. 

E-L9239     KLUGE CARGO 2-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.

Duffel is 18" x 9.25"x 10.25" with roomy main compartment and 15 outside zip

pockets. Backpack measures 17" x 6" x 12". Made of 600-denier poly canvas

with nickel hardware.

E-E4735     PRESTO COOL TOUCH TILT ’N DRAIN GRIDDLE.

Easily adjusts from a level grilling surface for eggs and pancakes to a tilted

draining surface for meats. Premium nonstick cooking surface measures 

14" x 15". Cool-touch base. Fits in most dishwashers and standard 18" kitchen

cabinets. 120 volts, AC.   
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F-E4815     BACK TO BASICS SMOOTHIE SIGNATURETM.

Make nutritious smoothies in a jiffy. Unique dispensing valve. 56-ounce glass

blending jar. Heavy-duty, ice-crushing blades. Easy cleanup. 600-watt motor

with 700-watt pulse feature.

F-R6308     iLIVE PORTABLE CD PLAYER/iPOD DOCK.

Docks, plays and charges iPod. Aux input for iPod shuffle and other audio

devices. Programmable CD tracks, repeat, song skip. AM/FM radio with station

memory presets. Digital tuning and volume control. LCD display. Stereo head-

phone jack. Remote. Detachable AC cord or use eight C batteries (not included). 

F-V1228     BOUNTY HUNTER® JUNIOR METAL DETECTOR.

Lightweight, ergonomic design. Aluminum stem adjusts from 21" to 32" length.

Internal speaker system. Battery check and a 6" weather-resistant coil. 

Unit requires two 9V batteries (not included). 

F-R6306     RCA DIGITAL CAMCORDER.

High-quality or web-quality recordings. 256MB internal memory. Micro SD

expansion slot expands up to 8GB. (Micro SD card not included.) Mini USB

connection. Flip-out screen. 1.5" color LCD display. JPEG still photo capture. 

2X digital zoom. TV-out connection. Uses two AA batteries (included).   

F-K9063     PORTABLE ALUMINUM SPORTS CHAIR BY PICNIC TIME.

Folds to a compact package. Removable shoulder strap. Large side flap has

two Velcro pockets – one for a cellular phone, one for sunglasses. One large

zipper pocket holds valuables. Insulated water bottle holder. Fold-out side table.

600-denier polyester. Weight limit: 250 lbs. Hunter green.

F-T9231     OCTAGON 5-IN-1 GAME SET BY GLD PRODUCTS.

Leatherette, octagon-shaped storage case (12.5" x 12.5" x 2"). Includes chess,

checker and backgammon playing pieces; one backgammon doubling cube,

and two pair of dice. Also includes a set of 28 dominoes, five poker dice, two

leatherette dice cups and three drawstring storage bags. Game instructions. 

F-J2877     STERLING CUBIC ZIRCONIA HOOP EARRINGS.

Sparkling cubic zirconia stones accent front half of these two-tone, sterling 

silver earrings. Hinged at bottom, plain backs. Earrings are approximately 0.3"

wide, 0.75" diameter. For pierced ears.

F-V1351     BUSHNELL WEATHERFX 3-DAY FORECASTER.

No sensors. No installation. No subscription. Three-day Accu-Weather fore-

casts. Choose from 150+ locations. Forecasts updated every 15 minutes. 3" x

3" screen with weather icons. Network-synchronized clock never needs reset-

ting. Uses three AAA batteries (not included). 7" x 7" x 2.5".

F-E4812     ROYAL BREEZE BY DIRT DEVIL BAGLESS UPRIGHT VAC.

Patented, bagless technology. MicroFresh filtration. Onboard tools. Headlight.

Auto height adjust, anti-clog dirt path. 13" nozzle. 12 amps of cleaning power.

AC. Red.

F-V1412     BUSHNELL 10 X 25MM BINOCULAR/DIGITAL CAMERA.

See with amazing clarity, then save your views to memory with built-in 8MB

RAM or SD card (card not included), all with the push of a button. Compact

styling, center focusing. Roof prism system. Fully coated lenses. Fold-down

eyecups. Tripod adaptable. Uses two AAA batteries (not included). 
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F-E4814     DELONGHI 10-CUP DRIP COFFEEMAKER.

Complete frontal access features – fill water tank and ground coffee filter without

moving the unit. Double-wall thermal carafe. 24-hour programmable digital timer

with automatic shutoff. Permanent gold-tone filter. Pause and serve function.

Nonstick warming plate. Cord storage. 9.25" x 10.4" x 12.3".

F-T9232     CARLTON BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIP PACKAGE.

Everything you need for hours of outdoor fun. Package includes four aluminum-

steel racquets, net, two posts, court marking tape and stakes to secure net. Also

includes three cork-synthetic shuttle cocks. Premium carry bag and game

instructions.

F-W1658     GUESS LADIES’ FASHION WATCH.

Stylish case with genuine Swarovski® crystals. Silvertone sun-ray dial.

Adjustable link bracelet. Quartz movement never needs winding.  

F-R6309     COBY HOME THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM.

300 watts of home theater surround sound. Designed for use with 5.1-channel

DVD players, computer systems and more. Integrated amplifier. Full-range

satellite speakers with 3" drivers. Wood subwoofer with tuned port for deep

bass response. Magnetic shielding. Wall-mountable or desktop design. 

F-R6312     UNIDEN DECT PHONE/ANSWERING SYSTEM.

Includes three handsets. Handset speakerphone. Orange backlit crystal keys.

Large backlit 3-line LCD. 70-number transferable phone book. 30 name/number

Caller ID. Backward/forward compatibility. Voice mail waiting light on handset.

Answerer with 14-minute recording time and English/Spanish voice prompts.

F-E4745     ELECTROLUX RAPIDO RECHARGEABLE HAND VAC.

Easy-empty dust cup. Quick-clean portal for vacuum hose. Cyclonic action

helps maintain 7.2-volt suction power. Crevice tool and fan dusting brush.

Table- or wall-mounted charging stand.

F-E4376     PRESTO COOLDADDY DEEP FRYER.

Fries up to six servings. Exterior handle lowers food into oil with the cover

closed to prevent spattering. Adjustable thermostat. Indicator light lets you

know when oil is ready. Extra large viewing window. Seal-tight cover with air 

filter. Nonstick pot. Cool-touch exterior. 120 volts, AC. 1500 watts.

F-E4816     HOMEDICS SHIATSU MASSAGE CUSHION.

Moving Shiatsu action up and down the back. Integrated control. All new 

material consisting of polyurethane foam pad. Outer covering is 65% PVC, 

35% polyester. Black with gray highlights. Durable construction. Easily fits 

most chairs. 25.5" x 4.75" x 16.5". AC only.

F-G4910     THE RUMFORD GARDENER 16-PIECE GARDEN TOOL SET.

Includes four hand tools, pruner, grass shear, foam kneeler, twist tie and water

nozzle with attachments. Kit comes complete with an attractive hard-shell,

molded case for storage or transport. 

F-V1409     COMMEMORATIVE 50-STATE QUARTER COLLECTION.

Features all 50 of the Statehood quarters in brilliant, uncirculated condition. The

included album also has open spaces to add the new 2009 Washington D.C.

and Territories quarters.   
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F-W4583     JULES JURGENSEN MEN’S CALENDAR WATCH.

Water-resistant to 50 meters. White dial. Two-tone case and link bracelet. 

Date indicator at 3:00. Second hand. Quartz movement never needs winding.

F-H9304     IGLOO WHEELIE COOL WITH PLAYMATE MINI AND PITCHER.

38-quart wheeled cooler with tow handle. Molded-in side handles. Durable, 

all-terrain wheels. Ultratherm insulation. Recessed lid cavity holds supplies. 

53-can capacity. Playmate mini cooler is perfectly sized for lunch or an 

individual picnic. Also includes a 1-quart beverage cooler with spout. 

F-G4909     BRINKMANN LIGHTING COMBO.

LED/halogen rechargeable spotlight made of tough ABS plastic with pistol-grip

handle. Includes AC/DC chargers. Three-LED headlight provides up to 60 hours

of run time on three AAA batteries (not included). Elastic headband, tilting head.

Maxfire LX lithium/xenon water-resistant flashlight. Lithium batteries included. 

F-R6274     RCA MP3 PLAYER.

4GB flash memory. 2.0" TFT color display. Video and JPEG photo playback.

FM radio/record and built-in voice recorder. Audio playback compatible with

most download/subscription services including iTunes. Video Snip captures

online video to view on your player. Built-in lithium battery.

F-E4813     SUNBEAM PROFESSIONAL IRON.

Three-way Motion Smart® auto-off automatically turns iron off for added safety. 

Shot of Steam® feature. Drip-free design. Stainless steel soleplate. Digital/

electronic controls provide easy and precise fabric selections. Self-cleaning

with anti-calcium system for long lasting steam performance.12-ft. cord. AC.  

F-J9878     FRESHWATER CULTURED PEARL NECKLACE.

Elegant simplicity. Handstrung, lustrous 8.5 x 8mm freshwater pearls. 14K gold

clasp. 18" length.

F-R6310     JVC NOISE-CANCELING FOLDING STEREO HEADPHONES.

Reduces ambient noise by up to 75%. Five-foot cord automatically retracts into

headset. 36mm drivers. Fifty hours of use with one AAA battery (included).

Manual power switch. Noise cancellation range 40–1500Hz. Noise reduction

10dB at 300Hz. Airplane adapter and carrying pouch included. 

F-B4229     ROYAL PERSONAL CROSS-CUT SHREDDER.

Shreds up to six sheets in a single pass. Auto start/stop and reverse. Crosscuts

into 0.15" x 1.625" shreds. 8.75" paper entry slot. Includes 14-liter wastebasket. 

12.9" x 7.6" x 15". AC.

F-FG7495     WEED EATER ELECTRIC BLOWER BY POULAN PRO.

Single speed control. Lightweight design, perfect for cleaning out the garage or

removing grass clippings from the sidewalk. 7.5-amp motor. 160 mph air speed.

Compact and easy to use. Extension cord not included.

F-H9275     TERRAILLON BATH SCALE WITH BODY FAT ANALYZERS.

Body fat/water analyzer. Distinctively curved glass platform. Athlete mode. 

Ten memories. Uses one AAA battery (included). 350 lbs. capacity. 

14.5" x 12.25" x 1.4".
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F-H9291     BIALETTI 9-PIECE FUSION COOKWARE SET.

Aluminum construction with nonstick interiors. 8" frypan, 9.5" frypan, 11" frypan,

1-qt. saucepan with glass lid, 2-qt. saucepan with glass lid and 5-qt. covered

Dutch oven. Black. 

F-V1410     VIVITAR 5.1-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA.

2.4" LCD display. 8x digital zoom. Anti-shake and red-eye reduction features for

sharp, colorful photos. Expandable SD memory slot supports cards up to 8GB

(SD card not included). Compatible with Windows and all Macs with Intel

processors. Uses three AAA batteries (not included).

F-V1395     TASCO 700 X 60MM SPACESTATION TELESCOPE.

700mm focal length refractor telescope. 525x magnification. Adjustable aluminum

tripod. Three eyepieces: 25mm, 10mm, and 4mm. Comes with Tasco SkyWatch

CD-ROM, 3x Barlow lens, erecting lens, moon map, moon filter and Red Dot

Starpointer finderscope.  

F-K4383     ONEIDA 20-PIECE STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE SET.

Lincoln pattern. Geometric, eclectic and symmetric describe this multi-dimensional

design. Brightly polished handles. 18/10 stainless steel. Service for four includes

four each: dinner knife, dinner fork, salad fork, place spoon and teaspoon.

Dishwasher safe. 

F-E4744     DELONGHI 6-SLICE TOASTER OVEN.

Fits a 12" pizza or six slices of toast. Cool-touch sides. Bake, broil, toast, slow

bake or keep-warm functions. Nonstick interior. Includes bake pan, broil tray

and removable crumb tray. Seven-minute timer with automatic shutoff for toast.

17.9" x 14.4" x 8.9".

F-R6311     MOTOROLA TALKABOUT 22-CHANNEL 2-WAY RADIOS.

Up to 20-mile range. Hands-free, voice-activated operation. Quiet TalkTM filter.

Free access to government weather and emergency alert channels. Includes 

11 weather channels.  Emergency alert button. Requires three AA batteries 

(not included). Each: 2.3" x 1.3" x 6.4".

F-A7866     OAKLEY MEN’S FIVES SQUAREDTM SUNGLASSES.

Impressive sunglasses feature condensed cranial geometry for a tapered 

architecture that feels as good as it looks. Lens curvature provides extended

peripheral vision and improved side protection against sun, wind and impact.

Durable, all-day comfort. Polished black frames, gray lenses.   

F-G4834     SKIL 14.4-VOLT DRILL/DRIVER.

Built-in bit-size indicator. 3/8" keyless chuck. Screw ControlTM matches 

driving power to the job. On-tool bit and screw storage. Rechargeable. 

Includes charger.

F-G4839     ANNIN ESTATE U.S. FLAG SET WITH POLE.

Two-piece white spinning pole with gold eagle. 3' x 5' colorfast nylon flag.

Comes complete with a white, cast-aluminum, fully adjustable mounting 

bracket. Attractive packaging, suitable for gift-giving.

F-R6307     COBY DIGITAL PHOTO FRAME WITH MULTIMEDIA PLAYBACK.

7" TFT LCD color display. Displays JPEG photo files. Plays MP3 and WMA

music files. Plays motion JPEG, MPEG-1/2/4 (Xvid) video files. Calendar and

clock with alarm timer. Full-size USB port for use with flash drives. Integrated

speaker. Remote. Wall-mount or use tabletop stand. 9.25" x 6.7" x 1.6". AC.
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G-R6298     PANASONIC DECT 6.0 CORDLESS PHONE/ANSWERER.

Digital answering machine with 16 minutes recording time. 1.9 GHz frequency.

Three-way conference calling capability. Headset jack. Speakerphone with 

volume control. 50-item phone book memory. Caller ID compatible. Expandable

up to six handsets. Three handsets included. Base: 4.8" x 5.4" x 2.1".

G-G4792     BLACK & DECKER BLOWER VAC.

Three-in-one: blower, vacuum and mulcher. Anti-clog Vortex® vacuum system.

Low-noise design. 200 mph blow speed for fast clearing of debris. Push-button

release easily converts from blower to vacuum. Ten-to-one mulch ratio, converts

10 bags of raked leaves into one bag of mulched leaves. AC.

G-R6340     iHOME DUAL ALARM CLOCK RADIO/DOCKING STATION.

Charges iPhone/iPod when docked. (iPod/iPhone not included.) Dual alarm,

wake or sleep to iPhone/iPod, AM/FM radio or buzzer. Customized wake to

playlist. Radio presets.  EQ and balance control. Reson8 speaker technology

with 10-watt output. Gradual wake/sleep volume. Full function remote. AC.

G-J2880     STERLING AMETHYST CUBIC ZIRCONIA NECKLACE AND 

EARRING SET. Rollo-style chain accents triangular cubic zirconia amethyst.

Pendant is approximately 1.1" long, including bail. Suspended from a 16" length

necklace. Dangle earrings are approximately 1.25" long, including ear wires.

For pierced ears.

G-V1425     VIVITAR 8.1-MEGAPIXEL VIVICAM CAMERA.

2.4" TFT screen. 2x optical zoom. 8x digital zoom. Anti-shake. High-definition

image resolution. Face/smile detection. Red-eye reduction. Video clips.

Pictbridge ready. SD card supported up to 8GB (SD card not included). Built-in

flash. USB 2.0 port. Windows/Mac. Rechargeable lithium battery included.

G-K9053     J.A. HENCKELS TWIN CUISINE GADGETS WITH WALL RACK.

18/10 stainless steel for corrosion resistance and luster. Comes with mounting

screws and wall hooks. Includes: spaghetti rake, serving spoon, slotted serve

spoon, soup ladle and two slotted turners. Wall rack is 9.2" long.

G-E4843     NORDICWARE STOVETOP KETTLE SMOKER.

Smokes meat, fish, vegetables and more on your stove. Made of aluminized

steel with lifetime porcelain enamel exterior. Includes high-domed cover for

large capacity. Water pan for moist, flavorful cooking. Nonstick smoking rack,

adjustable vent, thermometer and recipe booklet. 14.5" x 12.75" x 9.5".

G-A7865     JEF WORLD OF GOLF CRUISER GOLF CART.

Heavy-duty, 3-wheeled sport utility cart. Opens and closes in one easy motion.

Folds in half for convenient, compact storage. Extra wide wheels for smooth

rolling. Waterproof compartment for scorecard, balls and tees. Includes water

bottle and water bottle holder. Expands to 42" x 48" x 30".

G-B4130     FRANKLIN 12-LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR.

“The Euro” translates to and from: Czech, Dutch, English, French, German,

Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Turkish. 

Over 400,000 words and 12,000 phrases. Data bank stores 100 entries with

password protection. Clock. Calculator. Battery included. 5" x 3" x 0.5".

G-R6341     JENSEN 3-SPEED STEREO TURNTABLE WITH MP3 ENCODING.

Converts your vinyl to mp3 format without a computer. Works as a stand alone

or connects to your home stereo. Belt driven 33/45/78 rpm. USB and SD/MMC

slots. RCA line-out jacks. Programmable memory. Built-in stereo speakers. Bass

boost. Dust cover. Remote control. AC. 13.75" x 11.9" x 4.75".
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G-E4848     FULCRUM 12-LED FLOOR MAGNIFIER LAMP.

Ideal for reading, crafts, home manicures, etc. 2x magnification with 6x loupe.

5" lens. Extra bright 12-LED illumination. Bulbs will never burn out. AC/DC

power makes it truly mobile. 50 hours run time on three D batteries (not included).

Adjustable metal gooseneck. 

G-W1728     NAUTICA LADIES’ CHRONOGRAPH WATCH.

Stunning mother-of-pearl dial features three subdials. Polished stainless steel

case with stationary bezel. Luminescent hands. Date feature. White tachymeter.

Flexible white resin band. Mineral crystal. Water-resistant to 330 ft. Quartz

movement.  

G-R6166     iHOME PORTABLE STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM/ALARM CLOCK.

Built-in docking station charges iPod/iPhone. Wake and sleep to your iPod.

Sure Alarm battery backup. Line-in jack connects to other audio sources.

Comes with universal power adapter or use four AA batteries (not included).

Carrying case with handle. (iPod/iPhone not included.)

G-V1424     LAST 20 YEARS OF BUFFALO NICKELS COLLECTION.

Considered one of the most charming American coins of all time. Set contains

17 coins, one from each minting year from 1919–1938. (No coins were struck

in 1922, 1932 or 1933.) Nickels are displayed in a rich, foil-embossed portfolio

which also includes a description of the buffalo nickel’s unique history. 

G-G4912     DREMEL 7.2-VOLT STYLUS.

Patented nose-tip control. On/off at front of tool for one-handed operation.

Variable speed 5000–25,000 rpm. Pistol-grip design, soft grip housing. Docking

station charges integrated lithium ion battery.  No battery “memory effects” –

can be recharged anytime without reducing charge capacity.

G-R6150     UNIDEN HANDHELD SCANNER.

One hundred channels in 10 banks. Compact design. Close Call RF capture

technology. Preprogrammed service search. Backlit display. Ten user-selectable

search ranges. Three search speeds. One-touch weather scan. Uses two AA

alkaline or rechargeable batteries (not included).

G-E4844     PRESTO ELECTRIC STAINLESS MULTI-COOKER.

Stainless steel body, tempered glass lid. Aluminum-clad bottom ensures fast,

even heat distribution. Cooks stews, soups and pasta. Steams vegetables,

seafood and rice. Includes basket for use as a deep-fryer. Fully immersible 

and dishwasher safe when heat control is removed. 120 volts, AC. 1500 watts. 

G-A7842     WENZEL SWISS GEAR DOME TENT.

Circle door with large rear window for ventilation. Easy setup with pin and ring

system. Factory-taped floor. Gear loft. Removable fly cover. Base is 7' x 7'.

Center height is 49". Sleeps three.

G-W1709     NAUTICA MEN’S TANK STRAP WATCH.

Polished stainless steel case. Silver sunray dial with goldtone markers. 

Sweep second hand. Mineral crystal. Date feature. Water-resistant to 100 ft.

Brown leather strap. Quartz movement.

G-B4234     ROYAL PORTABLE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER.

12" paper width, 9" writing line. Features include: underscore, bold type, auto

center, auto return, flush right margin and justify. Full-line correction memory.

10, 12 and 15 pitch selection. 12-character per second typing speed. Uses 

CX series daisy wheel. 15.3" x 14.6" x 4.7".
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G-H9251     BIALETTI 8-PIECE ITALIAN COOKWARE SET.

Soft-grip handles. Classic Teflon® nonstick interiors. Includes 8" sauté pan, 

9.5" sauté pan, 1-qt. lidded saucepan, 1.5-qt. saucepan with cook n' pour lid,

and 9.5-qt. lidded sauté pan. Gray exteriors.

G-X2014     REMINGTON TITANIUM FLEX 360° RECHARGEABLE SHAVER.

Multi-directional pivoting neck adjusts to the contours of your face. Teflon® surface

protector means it’s smoother on the skin. Independent floating heads. Pop-up

trimmer. Rinse to clean. Corded/cordless operation. Digital LCD shows battery

life information. Worldwide voltage adjustment 120V to 240V.

G-A7864     RAY-BAN PREDATOR SUNGLASSES.

As featured in the blockbuster movie “Men in Black.” Polarized gray deluxe

lenses. Sturdy, long-lasting black frames. Sensational styling combined with

100% protection from ultraviolet radiation. Sized to fit men or women.

G-J2834     10K WHITE GOLD DIAMOND PENDANT.

Features five diamonds (.10 carat total weight). Teardrop design. Pendant is

approximately 1.25". Suspended from a 10K white gold 18" rope chain.

G-N8662     HOWARD MILLER TEMPLETON CARRIAGE CLOCK.

Satin rosewood finish with curved front. Glass crystal. Polished, silver-finished

skeleton movement. Brushed, silver-finished numeral ring. Felt bottom. Quartz

movement requires one AA battery (included). 6.75" x 2.5" x 7.5".

G-E4846     EUREKA MAXIMA UPRIGHT VAC.

Full-sized and fully powered. Power PawTM with Riser VisorTM removes dirt and

dust from stairs, upholstery and other vertical surfaces. Five-position height

adjustment. Bottom dump cup for easy emptying. Lightweight. Integrated hose.

Allergen filtration. 15" wide cleaning path. 12 amps of cleaning power.

G-E4847     HOMEDICS SHIATSU MASSAGING CUSHION WITH HEAT.

Easily attaches to most chairs and transforms them into Shiatsu massage

chairs. Quick heat. Foldable for transport and storage. Carrying bag. Customize

your massage experience with the easy-to-use integrated control. AC only.

20.25" x 4" x 5.5".   

G-R6157     BOSE® IN-EAR HEADPHONES.

Bose® in-ear headphones deliver Bose sound that's faithful and realistic. 

Three sizes of silicone ear tips offer a comfortable fit that's right for you.  

G-E4791     CUISINART 10-CUP PROGRAMMABLE COFFEEMAKER.

Automatic 24-hour programmability. Self clean. One-to-four cup settings. 

Features a 10-cup double-wall insulated thermal carafe with Brew-Pause 

feature. 60-second reset remembers where it was in the brewing process. 

Gold-tone commercial-style permanent filter. Charcoal water filter. AC.

G-H9277     TERRAILLON PROFESSIONAL BATH SCALE.

Medical certified. All metal base with extra-large, easy-to-read dial. 

Sturdy platform. Nonslip mat. 400-lb. capacity.
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G-V1426     BUSHNELL 10 X 50MM LEGACY BINOCULAR.

Big 50mm objective lens for a larger, brighter view. BaK-4 prisms. Fully multi-

coated optics. 100% waterproof/fogproof. Wide-angle field of view. Rubber

armored for secure grip. Center focus. Twist-up eyecups. Long eye relief. 

18-ft. close focus. Tripod adaptable. 

G-B4233     ROYAL 14-SHEET PAPER SHREDDER.

Shreds 14 sheets in a single pass. Also shreds CDs, credit cards and staples.

Auto start/stop and reverse. LED warning indicators. Locking casters for easy

mobility. Shred size: 0.156" x 1.625". Large capacity, 22-liter pullout wastebasket

included. Elegant hourglass design. 

G-V1355     GOLD DIGGER METAL DETECTOR BY BOUNTY HUNTER.

7" closed, waterproof coil. Automatic tuning and ground balance. Power and

sensitivity control. Trash eliminator control to remove most undesirable items

from detection. 6" coin-depth detection. 2-ft. large-object detection. Two-tone

audio. Earphone included. Requires two 9V batteries (not included).

G-X2004     J. A. HENCKELS EVERSHARP PRO 13-PIECE BLOCK SET.

High-quality stainless steel. Stain and rust resistant. Full tang construction.

Never needs sharpening. Set includes one each: paring knife, tomato knife,

carving knife, chef knife, boning knife, santoku knife, wood storage block. 

Six steak knives.

G-E4800     DELONGHI TOASTER OVEN.

0.7 cu.-ft. cavity fits a 12" pizza or six slices of toast. Toast color selector with

automatic shutoff. Removable crumb tray. Nonstick interior. Includes: bake pan,

broil tray, flat rack and rotisserie spit. Black housing with chrome frame. 

19.4" x 14" x 10.4".

G-E4845     OSTER CLASSIC BEEHIVE BLENDER.

All metal drive system for lasting durability and performance. Bright chrome 

finish. Six-cup dishwasher-safe glass jar. Revolutionary ice crushing blade. 

Two-speed toggle switch with pulse action. 600-watt motor. 7" x 7" x 15.75".

G-K4373     J. A. HENCKELS 45-PIECE FLATWARE SET.

“Rapture” pattern. 18/10 stainless steel. Includes eight each: teaspoons, dinner

knives, dinner forks, salad forks, place spoons. Five-piece hostess set includes:

slotted serving spoon, serving spoon, butter knife, meat fork, sugar spoon.

G-V1336     TASCO 800 X 70MM TELESCOPE.

An excellent telescope for beginners. Great views of deep space, the moon and

the planets. Includes adjustable aluminum tripod, electronic red-dot finderscope,

three eyepieces, one 3x Barlow lens, moon filter, moon map, erecting lens and

a SkyWatch CD-ROM.

G-J2881     14K GOLD TWO-TONE HOOP EARRINGS.

Gently twisted white and yellow gold styling. Approximately 0.9" diameter. For

pierced ears.

G-R6301     RCA LYRA SERIES 8GB MP3 PLAYER.

8GB flash memory. 2.2" full color display. FM radio/record and built-in voice

recorder. Compatible with most download and subscription services including

iTunes PlusTM. Included software converts common video formats. JPEG photo

playback. USB2 interface. Built-in lithium battery. Silicone earbuds.
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H-L9258     KLUGE 4-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.

Made of 600-denier polyester with nickel hardware and EVA fronts. Zip-front

pockets. Molded wheel corners. Includes 28" and 18" wheeled uprights, 16" tote

and 7" zip accessory pouch. Red.

H-V1428     CANON 10-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA.

3.3x optical zoom. 2.5" LCD monitor. Fifteen shooting modes including portrait,

snow, beach, movie. DIGIC III image processor. Autofocus. Auto exposure.

White balance control. Self-timer. Built-in flash. Includes one SD memory card,

wrist strap, USB 2.0 high-speed interface cable, AV cable and two AA batteries.

H-G4899     BRINKMANN MISSION SOLAR-POWERED 8-LIGHT SET.

Sunlight charges the batteries during the day. At night, the lights turn on 

automatically. LED technology for extra-long run time. Internal reflectors

enhance and distribute light evenly. No wiring required. Assemble and install 

in seconds. Verde finish with frosted lens. Each: 5" x 5" x 18".

H-E4849 BROTHER FREE-ARM/FLATBED SEWING MACHINE.

Features 59 stitch functions including 26 built-in utility, decorative and heirloom

stitches. Quilting features. Electronic speed control. Automatic needle threader,

drop-in bobbin and one-step automatic buttonholer. Button sewing, darning, zipper

insertion accessories. Twin needle. Built-in light, handle, accessory storage. 

H-W1736     KENNETH COLE REACTION MEN’S WATCH.

Three-hand, 24-hour indicator. Calendar at 12 o'clock. Stainless steel two-tone

case. Gunmetal dial. Mineral crystal. Water-resistant to 30 meters. Quartz

movement.

H-R6342     AUDIOVOX PORTABLE DVD PACKAGE.

8" diagonal screen. 16:9 aspect ratio. Plays DVD, CD, CD-R/RW and picture

CDs. Built-in stereo speakers and high capacity, rechargeable battery. Credit

card size remote control. Includes car headrest mounting bag/carrying case,

two folding headphones, complete car cabling with car power adapter.  

H-R6179     TOM TOM PORTABLE GPS.

3.5" touch screen. Turn-by-turn directions. Preloaded map of U.S. and Canada.

MapShare technology with instant map updates. Emergency menu. Easy to

use, just plug and go. Foldable mount. Includes software, rechargeable ion 

battery, car power adapter, windshield holder and USB cable. 3" x 3.6" x 0.8".

H-G4898     BLACK & DECKER CORDLESS CHAIN SAW.

8" cutting bar and chain allows for a maximum cutting capacity. 18-volt NiCad

battery provides up to 150 cuts (1.5" diameter each). Lightweight design. 

Onboard oiling with window to gauge oil level. Wrap-around handle.

H-A7868     RAY-BAN LADIES’ SUNGLASSES.

Highly durable, tortoise acetate frame. Combines fashion, great coverage and

100% UV protection. Blocks 85% of light and eliminates glare. Scratch- and

impact-resistant lenses. Great for all face shapes.

H-K9064     BUCCANEER TAILGATE BARBECUE COOLER.

The ultimate in tailgating equipment. Features a BBQ grill with lid. Three-piece

BBQ tool set includes large spatula with serrated edge, tongs and fork. The

tote features a removable, large, insulated, waterproof cooler compartment.

Padded handles and shoulder strap. 20" x 14" x 12". Black/silver.
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H-R6168     SONY MINI HI-FI COMPONENT SYSTEM.

Three-disc CD changer with play exchange. Audio-in for MP3 players or PCs.

AM/FM tuner with 30 station presets. 130-watt total power output. Two-way

bass reflex speaker system. 16 cm woofer. Four preset EQ settings. Remote.

Main unit: 11" x 16.75" x 12.8".

H-X2005     J.A. HENCKELS TWIN® GOURMET 11-PIECE KNIFE SET.

High-carbon stainless steel blades. Fully tanged with triple-riveted handles.

Comfortable, black Novodur handles. Includes one meat fork, one 8" carving

knife, eight Twin® gourmet steak knives and one 12" x 15" x 0.75" reversible

carving board.

H-B4235     ROYAL VERTICAL FEED CROSSCUT SHREDDER.

Shreds 17 sheets in a single pass. Also shreds CDs, credit cards and staples.

Auto start/stop and reverse. LCD message display. Shred size: 0.156" x 1.625".

Large capacity, pullout wastebasket included. Vertical feed for saving space.  

H-E4864     WEST BEND 12-SPEED STAND MIXER.

Electronic control automatically adjusts speed and power. Beater ejection.

Automatic bowl rotation. Two-position bowl rest. Includes two heavy duty dough

hooks, two beaters, 1.5-qt. and 4-qt. stainless steel bowls. 300 watts. Black

with chrome trim. 

H-FT6626     COLUMBIA SPEEDY GRAFFITI BOY’S BIKE.

16" frame. Single-gear. All-steel components for durability. Easy-to-remove

training wheels. Coaster (pedal style) brakes. Comfortable saddle and hand

grips. Perfectly sized for riders ages 4–6.  

H-FT6627     COLUMBIA SONG BIRD GIRL’S BIKE.

16" frame. Single-gear. All-steel components for durability. Easy-to-remove

training wheels. Coaster (pedal style) brakes. Comfortable saddle and hand

grips. Perfectly sized for riders ages 4–6. 

H-W1711     BULOVA LADIES’ TWO-TONE WATCH.

Stainless steel with a silver-colored face. Scratch-resistant sapphire crystal.

Water-resistant to 30 meters. Adjustable 7" length. Quartz movement.

H-A7867     JEF WORLD OF GOLF BACKYARD PRACTICE CENTER.

A professional quality product with backyard convenience. Includes 7' x 10'

fiberglass shock-corded frame, practice net and chipping basket. Automatic 

ball dispenser with practice driving and chipping mat. 

H-R5781     UNIDEN BEARCAT 300-CHANNEL CLOCK RADIO SCANNER.

AM/FM radio, audio TV 2–13, alarm clock has snooze and weather scan. 

300 channels in 10 banks. Hazard alert. Radio-controlled clock. Service 

search for police, fire, EMS, air, ham and marine. 25–54, 108–174, 225–380, 

806–956 MHz (excluding cellular).

H-R6345     PANASONIC DECT 6.0 CORDLESS PHONE/ANSWERER.

Digital answering machine with 18 minutes recording time. 1.9 GHz frequency.

Four-way conference calling capability. Headset jack. Speakerphone with volume

control. 50-item phone book memory. Caller ID compatible. Expandable up to

six handsets, three handsets included. Base: 6.4" x 5.4" x 2.3".
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H-V1399     BUSHNELL WEATHERFX 7-DAY FORECASTER.

Accurate weather forecasts for today and the next six days. No sensors, no

installation, no subscription. Choose from 150+ locations. Forecast updated

every 15 minutes. Color-changing backlight shows temperatures at a glance.

Air quality, UV index. AC or use four AAA batteries (not included). 9" x 9" x 3".

H-J9197     10K DIAMOND HEART PENDANT.

Features channel-set diamonds totaling .10 carat. Heart pendant is approximately

0.75" wide x 0.75" long. Suspended from a 10K yellow gold 18" length chain.

H-R6343     GPX 5.1-CHANNEL HOME THEATER SYSTEM.

DVD player plays DVD, DVD±R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW and picture CDs. 5.1-channel

speaker system with subwoofer. Digital tune AM/FM radio. Multiple input/ output

jacks. Includes speaker connector cables and audio/video cable. Full-featured

DVD remote uses two AAA batteries (not included). Built-in AC cord.

H-K9054     METROKANE RABBIT BARWARE SET.

Stainless steel bar tool set includes strainer, ice tongs, muddler, double jigger

and bottle/can opener. Tool caddy nests inside the 4-quart double-wall stainless

ice bucket. Flip-top cocktail shaker.

H-R6346     COMPLETE CONTROL OSIRISTM UNIVERSAL REMOTE.
Controls up to 10 devices. Easy to use, five buttons per screen. Program up to 

40 favorite channels. 0.9" x 1.9" LCD screen. Macro capability up to 190 steps

each. Line-of-sight infrared range 30–50 ft., radio frequency range 50–100 ft.

depending on environment. Includes four AAA batteries. 2.5" x 8.5" x 1". 

H-A7869     RAY-BAN PREDATOR SPORT MEN’S SUNGLASSES.

Rugged, black nylon frame. Aviator style gray/green polarized lenses offer great 

coverage and 100% protection from ultraviolet radiation. Sensational styling.

H-H9253     BIALETTI 10-PIECE IRIDIUM COMMERCIAL COOKWARE.

1-, 2- and 3-qt. lidded saucepans, 5-qt. lidded Dutch oven, 8" frypan and

10.25" frypan. Tempered glass lids for see-through convenience. Nonstick 

interiors. Handles safe to 450°F.

H-V1146     BUSHNELL SENTRY® COMPACT SPOTTING SCOPE.

12–36 x 50mm. Multicoated optics. Waterproof with shock-absorbing rubber

armor. Includes tripod, case and car window mount. 

H-N8664     HOWARD MILLER HUDSON WALL CLOCK.

Half-round center finished in high-gloss black lacquer. Contrasting brushed

nickel-finished side panels. Black glass dial, polished chrome hour markers.

Quartz movement requires two AA batteries (not included). 12.5" x 3.25" x 33.5".

H-R6167     BOSE® AROUND-EAR HEADPHONES.

Enjoy quality sound performance and a comfortable fit with Bose® around-ear

headphones. Bose technologies deliver quality sound with acclaimed clarity

and range.
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H-E4851     EUREKA COMFORT CLEAN UPRIGHT VAC.

Power PawTM with Riser VisorTM cleans stairs, upholstery and other vertical 

surfaces. Eight-position handle height adjustment. Bagless with easy-empty

dust cup. Built-in telescopic wand system. Includes crevice and dusting brush. 

HEPA allergen filtration. 14" wide cleaning path. Retractable AC cord. 12 amps.

H-J2837     STERLING SILVER DIAMOND BRACELET.

Beautifully styled S-design sterling silver diamond bracelet to complement any

wardrobe. 7" length. Sparkling diamonds total 1 carat. 

H-Q0023     HYATT CLASSIC 1-NIGHT STAY AND CHECK CERTIFICATE™.

Redeemable for prepaid stays at participating Hyatt Hotels and Resorts world-

wide. Includes a $25 Check Certificate™ redeemable for a variety of Hyatt

services such as dining, greens fees, spa services or lodging. For a list of 

participating properties, visit certificates.hyatt.com/locations or call 800-555-9655.

H-E4852     HOMEDICS SHIATSU MASSAGING CUSHION.

Easily attaches to most chairs. Traveling Shiatsu massage with quick heat and

vibration massage. Foldable for easy transport and storage. Includes carrying

bag. AC. Programmable control with three programs. 26.25" x 8.25" x 11".

H-V1357     BUSHNELL IMAGEVIEW® DIGITAL BINOCULAR/CAMERA.

8 x 30mm. Fully-coated lenses. Center focus. Roof prism system. Field of view:

320 ft. at 1000 yds. 10-ft. close focus. 16MB internal memory. SD card slot.

2.1-megapixel still pictures. Remote shutter cable, tripod socket, USB cable

and software included. Requires two AAA batteries (not included).

H-V1427     AMERICA’S GREAT LINCOLN PENNY COLLECTION.

Includes 104 Lincoln pennies, one from each year of issue from 1909-2008,

plus all four of the 2009 Lincoln Bicentennial pennies. Also includes the rare

1922 penny, the “first year of issue” 1909 Lincoln wheat-ear penny and the

1943 steel cent. Quality leatherette portfolio and certificate of authenticity. 

H-V1229     BOUNTY HUNTER QUICK SILVER METAL DETECTOR.

Easy-view LCD screen with four distinct target segments. Touch-pad controls. 

Fully automatic ground balance with Squelch-tech® eliminates false signals. 

8" waterproof coil. Three-tone audio discrimination. Requires two 9V batteries 

(not included).

H-R6344     iLIVE WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM WITH iPOD DOCK.
Plays and charges iPod (iPod not included). Auxiliary input for iPod shuffle and
other audio devices. Wireless speakers. Transmission range: 200' line of sight,
90' indoors. Digital tune AM/FM radio with presets. Remote. Each speaker
requires six D batteries (not included) or AC power. Remote uses two AAA
batteries (not included).

H-V1429     VIVITAR 8.1-MEGAPIXEL VIVICAM.

3x optical zoom. 2.4" TFT LCD preview screen. 32MB internal memory. SD

card supported up to 8GB (memory card not included). High-definition. Built-in

flash with red-eye reduction. Pictbridge ready. Autofocus. Anti-shake feature.

Auto white balance. PC/Mac compatible. Includes lithium battery. USB 2.0 port.

H-E4850 HAMILTON BEACH ALL-METAL COFFEEMAKER.

From the Eclectrics® collection. Twelve-cup capacity. Advanced no-scorch

heater. Drip-free pouring. Programmable clock/timer with digital display. 

Two-hour automatic shutoff. Accelerated brewing. Pause and serve. White.
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I-R6327     TOSHIBA PORTABLE DVD PLAYER.

6.9" diagonal wide-screen TFT LCD with 480 x 234 resolution. Switchable

audio/video input and output for connection to external monitor/television or use

as display device for digital camera or camcorder. Two headphone jacks.

Remote. AC or use included rechargeable battery pack. 7.5" x 5.8" x 1.5".

I-N8413     RIVER CITY REGULATOR CLOCK.

Solid oak cabinet. Features 4/4 Westminster chime, hourly strike or Bim Bam.

Volume control. Night silencer. Requires two C batteries (not included). 

13.4" x 3.75" x 27". 

I-V1390     BUSHNELL TROPHY® ZOOM SPOTTING SCOPE.

Rugged, compact scope with 15–45 x 50 zoom eyepiece. Porro prism design.

Premium multi-coated optics. Rubber armor. 100% waterproof. 30-ft. close

focus. Lightweight, only 19.4 ozs. Includes compact tripod, hard-side storage

case and soft carrying case.

I-L9057     ST. MORITZ 4-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.

24" and 28" wheeled uprights with top and side retractable carry handles and

in-line skate wheels. Fully lined 19.5" carry-on and 14" shoulder tote with

removable/adjustable padded shoulder straps. Made of 600-denier polyester

with brushed nickel hardware. Khaki with leather-grained PVC saddle trim.

I-E4828     HAMILTON BEACH ALL-METAL COFFEEMAKER.

From the individually finished Eclectrics® Sterling collection. 12-cup capacity.

Advanced no-scorch heater. Drip-free pouring. Programmable clock/timer with

digital display. 2-hour automatic shutoff. Accelerated brewing. Pause and serve

feature. Smudge-free coating.

I-FG4798     POULAN PRO GAS BLOWER/VAC.

Versatile handheld blower/vac is perfect for residential lawn maintenance, and

is powered by a reliable 25cc 2-cycle gas engine. Features a 10:1 mulch ratio,

200 mph air speed and vacuum mode for multipurpose usage. Trigger speed

control. Sound level: 69 dB. Vacuum attachment included. 

I-R6324     MAGELLAN ONE TOUCHTM ROADMATE GPS NAVIGATOR.

3.5" color touch screen. Personalize OneTouch search icons. Announces street

names and directions. Multi-destination routing. AAA TourBook® and Roadside

AssistanceTM menu. Includes windshield mount, adhesive disc for dash 

mounting, vehicle power adapter, USB cable, handbook. 3.1" x 3.7" x 0.7".

I-W1219     SEIKO MEN'S CALENDAR WATCH.

Goldtone link bracelet. Gray dial. Water-resistant to 100 meters when case,

crown and crystal remain intact. Quartz movement.

I-J2883     STERLING SILVER DOUBLE-HEART TOGGLE NECKLACE.

Cubic zirconia stones in each heart add sparkle. Largest heart is approximately

0.6" wide x 0.6" long. Hearts dangle approximately 1.1" from the sturdy toggle

closure. Polished link necklace is 16" long.

I-V1418     OLYMPUS 12-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA.

5x optical zoom. 2.7" LCD monitor. 22 shooting modes. AF tracking. Digital

image stabilization plus. Intelligent auto and shadow adjustment technology.

Magic filter. xD-Picture CardTM and micro SD compatible. (Memory cards not

included.) Super-slim body with premium finish. LI-42 lithium battery included.
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I-E4658     BROTHER FREE-ARM/FLATBED SEWING MACHINE.

72 stitch functions. Quilters will appreciate the oversized table, walking foot,

quilt guide and the built-in quilting stitches. Button sewing attachment.

Automatic needle threader, drop-in bobbin, built-in decorative stitches and 

one-step automatic buttonholer. Twin needle capability. Built-in light and handle.  

I-R6325     DXG HD DIGITAL CAMCORDER/5.0-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA.

1080p high-definition digital camcorder with built-in 5.0-megapixel camera. 

3.0" TFT screen. 32MB built-in memory. Supports high-capacity SD card 

(SD card not included). H.264 movie format. 4.3" x 2.6" x 1.6".

I-B4232     CANON ALL-IN-ONE INKJET OFFICE PRINTER.

Fully integrated auto document feeder. 1.8" LCD screen. Dual color gamut

technology optimizes your originals so copies stay true. Quick start. Prints a 

4" x 6" borderless photo in approximately 45 seconds. Flatbed scanner and fax.

USB 2.0 high-speed interface. Windows/Mac. 18.1" x 16.2" x 7.8".

I-V9866     BOUNTY HUNTER® METAL DETECTOR.

Three modes of operation. Touch pad selection. Five segment digital target

identification, 3-tone audio feedback. Easy-to-read LCD display. Built-in speaker,

headphone jack, adjustable aluminum stem with ergonomic S-rod handle and

armrest. Waterproof 8" coil.

I-E4760     EUREKA PET-LOVER BAGLESS VAC.

Sealed HEPA system with charcoal odor-eliminating technology. Power Paw

Turbo for cleaning pet hair off upholstery and stairs. Includes pet upholstery

tools. Dual-powered edge cleaner. Filter-free dust cup. 15" cleaning path. 

30' cord. 12 amps of power. AC. 

I-H9148     CUISINART CHEF’S CLASSIC™ 10-PIECE COOKWARE SET.

Hard anodized exterior. Nonstick interiors. Cool GripTM handles. Set includes

1.5- and 3-qt. saucepans with covers, 3.5-qt. saute pan with helper handle and

cover, 8-qt. stockpot with cover, plus 8" and 10" frypans.

I-F05202 GLOBAL LEATHER MANAGER’S CHAIR.

Attractive leather upholstery with mock leather trim. Single-position tilt lock with

tilt tension adjustment. Pneumatic seat height adjustment. Scuff-resistant,

arched, molded base with twin-wheel carpet casters. Comfortable, upholstered

armrests. 25" x 28.5" x 43". Black.

I-J9129 STERLING SILVER AND 14K GOLD BANGLE.

Diamond-cut with alternating polished and satin-finished braid pattern. Secure,

hinged closure. 8mm wide.

I-W1770     BULOVA DIAMOND MEN’S WATCH.

Classic, contemporary styling. One diamond on a sleek, white dial. Date feature.

Mineral crystal. Two-tone stainless steel case with deployment buckle bracelet.

Water-resistant to 30 meters. Quartz movement.  

I-FG7481     KARCHER ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHER.

1400 psi pressure. 1.3 GPM flow, direct-drive axial pump. Vario-power spray

wand. 20' pressure hose. Bayonet trigger with safety lock. DirtBlaster spray

wand increases effective pressure by up to 50%. Ideal for condos, townhomes

and urban neighborhoods. AC. 
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I-R6174     BOSE® MOBILE ON-EAR HEADSET.

Experience calls and music with Bose® quality audio. The Bose mobile 

on-ear headset lets you switch seamlessly between music and calls on your

music-enabled mobile phone. Inline microphone, cable connector and 

adapters included.

I-A7826     SWISS GEAR CAMPING COMBO BY WENZEL.

Dome tent features circle front door with large rear window. Easy setup with pin

and ring system. Factory-taped floor. Gear loft. Removable fly cover. Sleeps

three. Base: 7' x 7'. Center height: 49". Four full-size rectangular sleeping bags,

33" x 75" each. Polyester liner, nonallergic fill. Self-repairing zippers.

I-FT6623 COLUMBIA STARBURST 20" GIRL’S BIKE.

Fully equipped. 20" wheels with knobby tires. Pedal-style coaster brakes and

rear hand brake. Comfortable saddle and hand grips. Adjustable seat post.

Single speed. Recommended for ages 6–8.

I-FT6622     COLUMBIA EXPLORER 20" BOY’S BIKE.

Strong, rigged fork, unique Y-frame for strength and low stand-over height.

Fully equipped. Chain guard and easy-to-use, pedal-style coaster brakes.

Single speed. Recommended for ages 6–8.

I-R6328     COMPLETE CONTROL UNIVERSAL REMOTE.

32-megabit flash memory. 2" color LCD. Customize for up to 18 devices. Macro

capability up to 255 steps each, editing on screen. No PC required. Line-of-sight

infrared range 30–50 feet, radio frequency range 50–100 feet depending on

environment. Four AA batteries (included). 8" x 2.25" x 1.25". 

I-J2718     10K WHITE GOLD DIAMOND RING.

Delicate band style with floral motif. Brightly polished 10K white gold. Genuine

diamonds total .25 carat. Available in ladies' stock sizes 5–8. Bennett Brothers

will contact you regarding your ring size requirement.  

I-E4758     BEMIS CONSOLE HUMIDIFIER.

Humidifies a 2700 sq. ft. house with 13 gallons of output a day. Automatic

humidistat. Variable-speed motor with quiet nighttime setting. Automatic shutoff.

5.5-gallon water capacity. Easy-fill dual water bottles with refill hose. Includes 

2-stage AirCare® filter. 28" x 13.9" x 22.4". AC.

I-E4829     BACKPACK VAC BY SHOP VAC.

Adjustable backpack harness system. Convenient tool storage on belt. Top 

carrying handle. Secure lid latches. Easy-reach on/off switch with Velcro® hip

attachment. Two ergonomic wands with dual surface nozzle. Dry pickup only.

Cartridge filter and disposable filter bag. 25' cord length. 1.25" diameter hose. 

I-Q0028     HYATT ONE-NIGHT CHOICE STAY CERTIFICATE™.

Prepaid stay at participating Hyatt Hotels and Resorts worldwide. Includes 

a $25 Check CertificateTM redeemable for services such as dining and spa. 

Call a special toll-free number for reservations. For a list of participating 

properties visit www.certificates.hyatt.com/locations or call 800-555-9655.

I-R6326     JVC 70-WATT MICRO AUDIO SYSTEM.

Flip dock for iPod with video out. (iPod not included.) Two-way speakers.

Bass/treble tone controls with HyperBass sound. Sound turbo. CD/R/RW 

playback. MP3/WMA playback. 32-track programmable. AM/FM digital tuner.

Front auxiliary in. Clock/timer with sleep. Remote. 10.1" x 19" x 10.1". 
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I-E4757     WEBER Q TABLETOP GAS GRILL.

One stainless steel burner with infinite control burner knob. Removable drip

tray. Porcelain-enameled cast-iron cooking grate. Cast-aluminum lid and body

with drip ducts. Push-button ignition. Uses disposable 14.1-oz. propane cylinders

(not included). Cooking area: 189 total square inches.

I-FA7854     FRANKLIN BACKYARD SPORTS PACKAGE.

Package includes a horseshoe set, croquet set, bean bag toss game and a

badminton/volleyball set with four rackets, five shuttlecocks and volleyball.

Everything you need for a whole summer of family fun. 

I-J2885     STERLING SILVER MURANO GLASS BEAD NECKLACE AND

EARRING SET. Murano glass is world renowned for its traditions in quality and

form. Handcrafting makes each piece unique; variations in color and size will

occur. Each large glass bead is approximately 1" long x 0.375" wide x 0.375"

deep. Continuous 30" long necklace. Earrings for pierced ears.   

I-X2013     J. A. HENCKELS 6-PIECE KITCHEN BLOCK SET.

Ice-hardened, stainless steel blades. Sigmaforge® knives, forged from one single

piece. Synthetic handles. Optimum ergonomcs for comfortable use. Includes: 

3" parer, 5" serrated, 8" chef’s knife, 9" sharpening steel, kitchen shears and

hardwood block. 

I-T9234     VIPER X-TREME ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD BY GLD.

Regulation 15.5" target face with tournament spider. 4" x 7" cricket LED display

with scrolling screen. Double in/out and single/double bull's-eye option. Missed

dart detector. Bounce out button. 38 games, 176 options, 16 players. Includes:

four sets of darts, extra tips and AC adapter. Open: 58" x 26" x 3.25".

I-L9274     RUSSELL TRIPLE PLAY 4-PIECE SPORT LUGGAGE SET.

Duffel bag (27" x 13" x 14") with water bottle pocket and removable, adjustable

shoulder strap. Two wheeled duffels (21" x 10" x 14") and (29" x 13" x 17"),

both with detachable garment sleeves and shoe pockets. Tote (14” x 10" x 6")

with cell phone pocket and shoulder strap. 420-denier nylon/polyester. Black.

I-W1769      BULOVA LADIES’ WATCH AND PENDANT SET.

Quartz watch with white dial and mineral crystal. Two-tone stainless steel case

and band. Water-resistant to 30m. Coordinating 25mm round diameter pendant

with glittering crystal stones. Suspended from an 18" long chain.

I-V1417     SONY CYBER-SHOT® 10.1-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA.

3x optical zoom. 2.7" LCD monitor. Multiple scene modes. Close-up capability.

Face recognition. Digital image stabilization.12MB internal memory. Memory

Stick DuoTM compatible (Memory Stick not included). Rechargeable lithium 

battery, charger, A/V and USB cables, motion browser and CD-ROM software.

I-FG7499     BRINKMANN CYPRESS SOLAR-POWERED 6-LIGHT SET.

Sunlight charges the batteries during the day. At night the lights turn on 

automatically. LED technology for extra-long run times. Internal reflectors.

Includes six 6" x 6" staked lights. No wiring required. Assemble and install 

in seconds. 28" tall. Verde finish with frosted lens.

I-R6329     iHOME PORTABLE FM ALARM CLOCK DOCKING STATION.

Docking station for iPhone/iPod (iPhone/iPod not included). Wake and sleep to

iPod/iPhone, custom playlist, FM radio or buzzer. Line-in jack for other MP3/CD

players. Weekday/weekend alarms. Programmable snooze. Stereo sound.

Travel case. Rechargeable lithium ion battery. AC. 9.75" x 1.75" x 5.25".
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J-FT6598     ICO 18-SPEED MOUNTAIN BIKE.

Bar-ends and 18-speed twist shifters. Durable high-tensile steel frame will 

provide years of comfort. Independent front shocks. Coil-over rear suspension.

Silver color with attractive chevron detailing. Standard 18" frame. Some assembly

required. 

J-R6333     SONY 9-INCH PORTABLE DVD PLAYER.

9" diagonal wide-screen display. 800 x 480 high resolution. 180° swivel and flip

screen lets you watch from almost any angle. Easy-access keys on frame. Two

built-in headphone jacks. CD, MP3 and JPEG playback. Up to 6 hours of viewing

per charge. Includes remote control, car adapter, AC adapter and A/V cable. 

J-E4862     HOOVER GARAGE UTILITY VAC.

Easy to install. No pipes, electrical lines or exhaust vents required. Heavy-duty

steel construction. 30' crush-proof hose with suction regulator. Includes dusting

brush, upholstery tool, crevice tools, two extension wands, floor tool and hose

storage rack. 5-gallon tank capacity. 6' AC power cord. 

J-V1213     BUSHNELL VOYAGER® 900MM X 4.5-INCH MIRROR REFLECTOR

TELESCOPE. Features Sky Tour® handset, illuminated Smart Mount®, LED

electronic red-dot finderscope. Large 1.25" diameter eyepieces. Three 

interchangeable eyepieces: 4mm, 8mm, 12.5mm. 

J-G4914     HITACHI 7.25-INCH CIRCULAR SAW.

Aluminum housing with injected nylon core. Die-cast aluminum tool bearing

seat. Electric brake stops. Soft grip handles. Bevel capacity 0–55°, positive

stop at 45°. No-load speed of 5800 rpm. 15-amp motor. AC/DC, operable on

any power supply including generator. Includes 24-tooth blade and box wrench.

J-E4433     BROTHER FREE-ARM SEWING MACHINE.

Flatbed convertible. 77 stitch functions, automatic needle threading, one-step

bobbin replacement. LED display with computerized stitch selection. Variable

needle positions, electronic foot control and drop feed for free motion quilting.

Twin needle. Automatic buttonholer. Built-in light and accessory storage.

J-L9259     WEST END VOYAGER 6-PIECE EXPANDABLE LUGGAGE SET.

Includes 26", 22" and 18" wheeled uprights; 20" soft carry-on; 10" hanging utility

bag, and a 14" three-pocket tote. Made of 600-denier poly with nickel hardware

and EVA fronts. Sage. 

J-D3665     14K WHITE GOLD DIAMOND AND BLUE TOPAZ EARRINGS.

Square-cut genuine blue topaz highlighted by 24 sparkling diamonds. Diamond

total weight .12 carat. Post backs for pierced ears.

J-V1420 SONY CYBER-SHOT® 12.1-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL CAMERA.

4x optical zoom. 3.0" LCD. Super HADTM CCD image sensor. 30mm wide-angle

lens. Face recognition. Auto mode. Self timer. 15MB internal memory. Memory

Stick DuoTM compatible (Memory Stick not included). Rechargeable lithium 

battery, charger, A/V and USB cables, motion browser and CD-ROM software.

J-E4761     WEBER Q TABLETOP GRILL.

One stainless steel burner with infinite-control burner knob. Removable drip tray.

Porcelain-enameled cast-iron cooking grate. Cast-aluminum lid and body. Push-

button ignition. Folding side tables with tool hooks. Runs on disposable 14.1-oz.

propane cylinders (not included). Cooking area: 189 total square inches.
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J-X2018    MESSERMEISTER 9-PIECE BLOCK SET.

Park Plaza cutlery is formed from a single blank of fine German steel. Durable,

contoured handles, triple-riveted to a full tang. Set includes one each: 8" chef, 

7" santoku, 8" bread, 3.5" spear-point parer, 4.5" parer, scalloped slicing knife,

sharpening steel, 8" kitchen scissors and hardwood block.

J-R6330     GARMIN RINOTM WATERPROOF 2-WAY RADIO WITH GPS.

Combines a powerful 2-way radio with WAAS-enabled GPS receiver. Location

reporting. 22 channels. FRS range up to two miles, GMRS range up to five

miles. 500 waypoints, 20 reversible routes. Built-in alarm, clock, stopwatch,

games. Uses three AA batteries (not included). With antenna: 7" x 2.3" x 1.6". 

J-FG7508     BRINKMANN SOLAR-POWERED 20-LIGHT SET.

Sunlight charges the batteries during the day. At night, the lights turn on 

automatically. LED technology for extra-long run time. Internal reflectors 

distribute light evenly. No wiring required. Assemble and install in seconds.

Verde finish with frosted lens. Includes ground stakes and hanging hooks. 

J-R6332     SONY WEBBIE HDTM MP4 AND 5MP ALL-IN-ONE CAMERA.

Ultra compact. Records HD MP4 video and 5MP images. Select images/video

in-camera, directly upload to internet sharing site. 5x optical zoom. 2.5" swivel

LCD. Integrated LED video lighting. Memory Stick DuoTM compatible (Memory

Stick not included). Rechargeable battery, charger, A/V and USB 2.0 cables.  

J-W1714     SEIKO KINETIC MEN’S WATCH.

Two-tone stainless steel case and bracelet. Black dial. Date display at 4 o'clock

position. Screw-down, see-through case back. Power reserve indicator button.

Automatic power generator. Water-resistant to 100m. Quartz movement.

J-FE7823 TOTAL GYM BY FITNESS QUEST.

One piece of equipment replaces an entire gym. Strengthen and tone every

major muscle group. Over 60 different exercises. Ergonomic glide board for

workout comfort. Leg and multi-function attachments. Easy to assemble and

folds away for easy storage. Assembled: 99.5" x 16" x 43.75".

J-R6183     BOSE® 151® SE SPEAKERS.

The Bose® 151® SE speaker features Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance

for balanced stereo sound over a wide area – instead of in a small “sweet spot.”

Rugged design and enclosure withstand harsh weather from season to season,

year after year.

J-E4860     ELECTROLUX OXYGEN 3 PLASMAWAVETM AIR CLEANER.

Two-stage cleaning system: carbon pre-filter and True HEPA. CADR rated for

up to 326 square feet, about the size of an average living room. Filter out odors,

built-in odor sensor. Four fan speeds. Sleep mode. Automatic and manual 

controls. Remote control. White. 16.4" x 8.5" x 21.8". 120V, AC.

J-E4859     BAHAMAS FROZEN CONCOCTION MAKER.

Automatic Shave-n-BlendTM cycle creates 36-ozs. of frozen drinks in one easy

step. Manual “shave only” and “blend only” control allows you to customize

drink consistency. Durable, high-quality plastic blending jar. Margaritaville 

maritime accents and detailing. AC. 400 watts.

J-FG7482     WEEDEATER-POULAN GAS EDGER.

Get rid of weeds once and for all. 2" cutting depth. 8.5" blade. Anti-vibration 

T-handle for comfort and control. Heavy-duty automatic clutch. Gear-driven

engine offers superior torque and performance. Powerful 22cc engine.
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J-W1716     BULOVA CRYSTAL LADIES’ WATCH.

White mother-of-pearl dial. Curved crystal. 64 Swarovski faceted crystal accents.

Water-resistant to 100 ft. Quartz movement.

J-R6331     COBY 19-INCH WIDE-SCREEN LCD DIGITAL TV/MONITOR.

19" diagonal TFT LCD color display. HDMI digital connection. Dual ATSC/NTSC

tuners. AV input jacks for media players and video games. 15-pin VGA interface

for PC connection. Stereo speakers. Digital comb filter. Includes remote control

and A/V cable. Wall mountable. With stand: 17.9" x 16.5" x 6.5".

J-E4861     HAMILTON BEACH ALL-METAL STAND MIXER.

From the Eclectrics® collection. Professional 2-way rotating mixing action.

Quick-release, tilt-up head. Includes 4.5-quart bowl, pouring shield, flat beater,

whisk and dough hook. Locking bowl. 400 watts of power. Black 

J-P1113     CROSS 10K GOLD-FILLED PEN AND PENCIL SET.

Greater in gold content than standard gold plate, the Cross 10K gold-filled finish

combines gold's intrinsic value with unsurpassed craftsmanship. Set includes

one ballpoint pen and one 0.5mm pencil. Classic luxury from the distinguished

Century II collection.

J-T9236 FRANKLIN SPORTS BACKYARD GAME PACKAGE.

Three premium quality backyard games, fun for the whole family. Chux! Golfquete

includes four mallets, four balls and nine targets. Popular Chux! Toss-8 game.

Chux! Flip-Toss game includes grip-rite handles and dual-texture ball. All

games come complete with carry/storage bags.

J-R6227     APPLE IPOD NANO 16GB.

Musical Genius feature. 2" wide-screen display. Shake to shuffle music. Holds

up to 4000 songs. Up to 24 hours music/4 hours video playback per charge.

View album art. Tilt or turn iPod Nano on its side to alternate landscape and

portrait view. Includes dock adapter, USB 2.0 cable and earphones.

J-F05206     GLOBAL LEATHER OFFICE CHAIR.

Attractive leather upholstery with mock leather trim. Single-position tilt lock with

tilt tension adjustment. Pneumatic seat height adjustment. Scuff-resistant, arched,

molded base with twin wheel carpet casters. Fixed-height arms with padded

armrests. 27" x 26" x 42.5". Black.

J-H9231     J. A. HENCKELS 10-PIECE CLASSIC CLAD COOKWARE SET.

Includes 8" and 10" open frypans, 1-qt. covered saucepan, 2-qt. covered

saucepan, 3-qt. covered saute pan and 6-qt. covered stock pot. 18/10 stainless

steel with an aluminum layer inside. Hollow handles with hanging rings.

J-J2887     STERLING CIRCLE NECKLACE AND BRACELET SET.

Multiple chain lengths secure different size circles at center of necklace.

Bracelet features double-circle motif secured by multiple chains. Toggle 

closures. Necklace circle motif is approximately 1" diameter, bracelet circle

motif is approximately 0.75" diameter. Necklace: 17" length. Bracelet: 7" length.

J-R6334     JVC MICRO AUDIO SYSTEM.

iPod dock with video out (iPod not included). Aux line-in. Two way speakers

with equalizer and Sound Turbo. Laser touch panel with motion sensor.

CD/R/RW playback, 32-track programmable with repeat and random. Clock,

sleep timer. Remote. USB. 9.8" x 19" x 10.7". 120 watts. AC.
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J-T9237     VIPER STANDUP HOME DART CENTER BY GLD.

Mahogany finish, floor-standing cabinet with storage. Includes a Viper 16-player

electronic dartboard with regulation-sized 15.5" target area. 25 games with 

177 options. LCD scoring unit shows four players simultaneously. Two sets of

darts and extra tips included. Cabinet dimensions: 89" x 23.9" x 9.1".

J-FE7822     GAME DAY TAILGATE PACKAGE.

Slatted camping table (27" x 27.5" x 27.5–33") can be rolled up and packed in

a bag. Telescoping legs. Deluxe, insulated picnic pack for two with wine and

food storage sections. Gas tabletop grill, 190 square inches of cooking space.

(Tank not included.) Includes grilling utensils, corkscrew and cutting board. 

J-H9279     TERRAILLON MECHANICAL WAIST-LEVEL SCALE.

Professional, medically certified. Extra-large dial. 400-lb. capacity. Level indicator.

Adjusting feet. 28.8" x 15.2" x 36.7".

J-Q0026    HYATT PREMIER STAY CERTIFICATE™/CHECK CERTIFICATE™.

Redeemable for prepaid stays at participating Hyatt Hotels and Resorts world-

wide. Go where and when you want by calling a special toll-free number to

reserve your room. Also receive a $25 Hyatt Check Certificate valid for goods

and services such as Hyatt dining, spa services and greens fees.

J-V1421     BUSHNELL INSTANT REPLAY DIGITAL IMAGING BINOCULAR.

8 x 30mm. BaK-4 roof prisms. Fully multicoated optics. 16MB internal memory.

5-megapixel still images. SD card slot. 1.5" flip-up LCD. 5–60 second instant

replay video loops or watch continuous video. Uses two AAA batteries (not 

included). Comes complete with table tripod, neck strap and carrying case. 

J-E4766     HOOVER STEAM VAC DUAL CARPET CLEANER.

Patented SpinScrubTM brushes. Two-tank system. Fingertip rinse control. Dual V

nozzle technology provides equal suction across the full width of the nozzle.

Heated cleaning. SpinScrub hand tool. Brush speed selector. Removable tool

caddy. 12-amp motor. 30' power cord. 8' hose.

J-J2886     14K GOLD MURANO GLASS BEAD AURORA NECKLACE.

Murano glass is world renowned for its traditions in quality and form. Handcrafting

makes each piece unique, variations in color and size will occur. Center bead 

is approximately 1" long x 0.5" wide x 0.125" deep. Necklace is fashioned of

precious 14K gold. 16" length. 

J-FT6635     TREK TRAILSTER WAGON.

Rugged construction, built to withstand years of use and abuse. Oversized 

balloon tires, plastic bucket, steel frame and sealed bearings. Folding handle.

Large side rails. 100-lb. capacity. 39” x 23.5" x 17.5". Some assembly required.

J-W1715     TOMMY BAHAMA MEN’S WATCH.

Spray dial with dual time and big date functions. Stainless steel case. Dark

brown woven leather strap. Water-resistant to 165 ft. Quartz movement.

J-R6367     GARMIN NUVI ULTRA-SLIM GPS NAVIGATOR.

3.5" touch screen. Announces street names and directions. 3-D view option.

Pre-loaded map of lower 48 states, HI and PR. Accepts microSD card (not

included). USB connectivity. Includes suction cup and dashboard mount, DC

cable. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 3.7" x 2.9" x 0.6".
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K-FG7495     HITACHI 18V CORDLESS DRILL/DRIVER KIT AND FLASHLIGHT.

1/2" keyless chuck with 400 inch/lbs. of torque. 22-stage torque adjustable

clutch. Electric feedback and brake. Two-speed transmission with one-touch

speed knob. Fan-cooled motor. Five-position belt hook with integrated bit hold-

er. Includes two rechargeable 1.4 Ah batteries, charger and carrying case. 

K-FT6624     BOB SPORT UTILITY STROLLER.

16" knobby tires for maximum traction on bumpy trails, over curbs or on

cracked sidewalks. State-of-the-art suspension. Fast, two-step folding for stow

and go portability. Holds up to 70 lbs. 23" x 51" x 41". Blue.

K-R6347     SAMSUNG HDMI BLU-RAY DISCTM PLAYER.

BD profile 2.0 (BD-Live ready). Wi-fi ready. Full multi-format DVD playback.

Instant streaming from Netflix and Pandora. Dolby digital sound. Two USB 2.0

interface (one front, one back). Two-channel audio out. One HDMI, one ether-

net. Remote, AV cable and quick-start guide included. 17" x 2.1" x 7.8".

K-E4831     ELECTROLUX OXYGEN ULTRA AIR CLEANER.

Three-stage cleaning system: carbon, HEPA and PlasmaWaveTM. CADR rated

for up to 405 square feet, about the size of a large living room. Filter out odors,

built-in odor sensor. Five fan speeds. Sleep mode. Remote control. Energy Star

rated. White/metallic silver. 17.6" x 10.1" x 24.3". AC, 120V.

K-R6350     GARMIN NUVI GPS NAVIGATOR.

3.5" anti-glare touch screen. Announces street names and directions. Voice-

activation operates device with your spoken commands. 3-D building view. 

Auto re-route and detour calculations. 500 favorite locations. Accepts microSD

card (not included). Rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 4.2" x 3.4" x 0.9".

K-W1625     MOVADO LADIES' MODERNA WATCH.

Polished 18K gold-plated case. Black Museum dial. Sapphire crystal. Black

calfskin strap. Water-resistant when case, crown and crystal remain intact.

Quartz movement.

K-FE7810     PILATES POWER GYM BY FITNESS QUEST.

Sets up in minutes. Over 60 shaping/toning movements. Eleven variable-height

elevations. Four variable-resistance cords for all fitness levels. Steel frame.

Supports up to 300 lbs. Transport wheels. Large, padded glide board with 

three height adjustments. 17" x 58" x 28".

K-R6348     iPOD NANO 16GB/BOSE® IN-EAR HEADPHONES.

The iPod nano rocks like never before. The iPod nano puts up to 4000 songs

or 16 hours of video in your pocket. The Bose® in-ear headphones deliver 

Bose sound that’s faithful and realistic. Three sizes of silicone ear tips offer 

a comfortable fit that’s right for you.

K-V1431 CANON 12.1-MEGAPIXEL WATERPROOF/SHOCKPROOF CAMERA.

3x optical zoom. 2.5" LCD wide-screen monitor. Built-in flash. Blink and face

detection. Autofocus. Image stabilizer. Waterproof to 33'. Accepts SD/SDHC

memory card, MultiMedia card, MMC plus card or HC MMC plus card (cards

not included). USB 2.0 compatible. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 

K-F05203     GLOBAL LEATHER EXECUTIVE CHAIR.

Attractive, soft leather upholstery with mock leather trim. Single-position tilt lock

with tilt tension adjustment. Pneumatic seat height adjustment. Scuff-resistant,

arched, molded base with twin wheel carpet casters. Fixed-height arms with

padded armrests. Integral headrest. 26" x 30" x 45.5". Black.
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K-FG7500     BLACK & DECKER ELECTRIC MULCHING MOWER.

19" mower deck. Mulch plate and rear-bag. One-touch height adjustment 

(1.25" to 3.5") adjusts all four wheels at once. Cushion grip with handle height

adjustment, adjusts comfortably to any individual’s height. Folding push handle

for compact storage. 12-amp motor. No assembly required.

K-E4830     BIALETTI MOKONA ELECTRIC ESPRESSO MAKER.

Prepare espresso drinks, lattés and cappuccino at home using coffee pods,

grounds or capsules. Steam wand for frothing milk. 1.5-liter water reservoir.

Chrome shell with brass group head. Classic shape. Includes 15 capsules.

11.5" x 10.25" x 18.5". Cups not included.

K-H9280     TERRAILLON PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SCALE.

Eye-level, medical beam scale. Level indicator. Adjustable feet. Nonslip mat.

440-lb. capacity. 17.8" x 21.3" x 58".

K-J2889     MURANO GLASS BEAD AND ONYX NECKLACE AND BRACELET.

14K yellow gold. World renowned, handcrafted Murano glass. Each bead is

unique, therefore slight variations in color and size will occur. Center motif bead

is approximately .75" square. 16" necklace length. 7.25" bracelet length.

K-H9257     J.A. HENCKELS CLASSIC CLAD COOKWARE/CUTLERY SET.

Heavy-gauge aluminum and stainless steel layers. Cookware includes 1- and

2-qt. lidded saucepans, 10" frying pan and 6-qt. lidded saucepot. Cutlery set

includes four food preparation knives, kitchen shears, sharpening steel and 

hardwood storage block.

K-FT6600     TREK LADIES’ MOUNTAIN BIKE.

A good, strong, all-around bike. Quality Bontrager components. Smooth shifting,

easy pedaling. Twenty-one speed drive train. Relaxed, upright riding position

and suspension fork. Blue/silver.

K-FT6599     TREK MEN’S MOUNTAIN BIKE.

A good, strong, all-around bike. Quality Bontrager components. Smooth shifting,

easy pedaling. Twenty-one speed drive train. Relaxed, upright riding position

and suspension fork. Blue/silver.

K-E4832     HOOVER ALL-TERRAIN STEAM VAC/HARD FLOOR CLEANER.

Wide path with six removable spin brushes. Auto rinse or fingertip rinse. Heated

cleaning. Dual V nozzle. Detergent mix system. Powered hand tool. Edge

cleaners. Removable nozzle and brushes. 8' stretch hose with upholstery tool.

30' AC cord. 12 amps of cleaning power. 

K-V1430     CANON POWERSHOT 12.1-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA.

3x optical zoom. 2.5" TFT color LCD wide-screen monitor. Built-in flash. Face

detection. Autofocus. Multiple shooting modes. Image stabilizer. Self timer. Use

SD/SDHC memory card, MultiMedia card, MMC plus card or HC MMC plus card

(cards not included). USB 2.0 compatible. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 

K-W4474     JULES JURGENSEN 14K GOLD MEN'S WATCH.

Champagne dial with calendar feature. Genuine brown lizard strap. Quartz

movement never needs winding.
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K-L9260     KLUGE BROOKFIELD 7-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.

Expandable luggage set includes 30", 26" and 22" wheeled uprights; 

20" wheeled duffel; 10" utility; 14" Euro cabin tote, and a garment carrier. 

Made of 600-denier poly/1200-denier nylon. Nickel-plated hardware. Blue. 

K-E4833     SHOP-VAC MULCHING SYSTEM.

Rake leaves into lawn nozzle or use hose handle to vacuum up leaves. 

32-gallon tank with rear storage basket. Pneumatic wheels. Carriage handle.

Mulching head accessories include three 3' hose sections and lawn nozzle.

Blower accessories include 8' x 2.5" hose and crevice tool. 6.5 peak HP. 

K-FA7860     DUNLOP GOLF MEN’S 17-PIECE GOLF COMBO.

Set includes three graphite woods, seven steel-shafted irons, one graphite-

shafted 3-iron hybrid, heel/toe putter, four premium head covers and Loco red

and black stand bag with rain cover. All clubs have premium Loco rubber grips.

K-R6228     APPLE IPOD CLASSIC 120GB.

Musical Genius feature creates customized playlists. Watch movies and TV

shows. Includes three iPod games. Photo slideshow. Holds up to 30,000 songs. 

Up to 36 hours of music/6 hours of video playback per charge. 2.5" (diagonal)

color LCD. Includes headphones, USB 2.0 cable and dock adapter.

K-Q0029     HYATT ELITE NIGHT AND CHECK CERTIFICATE™.

Redeemable at participating Hyatt Hotels and Resorts worldwide. Good for one

night any day of the week. Two $25 Check CertificatesTM redeemable for Hyatt

dining, greens fees, spa or lodging. Restrictions apply. For a list of participating

properties, visit certificates.hyatt.com/locations or call 800-555-9655.

K-FA7857     SWISS GEAR WEEKEND GETAWAY CAMPING COMBO.

Backpack tent features patented bay windows for extra interior space and good

cross-ventilation. 9.5' x 9' base. 56" center height. Sleeps four. Two rectangular

sleeping bags, each filled with 4 lbs. of non-allergenic polyester. Comfort-rated

to 30°F. Rechargeable lantern/night-light with AC adapter and 12V car plug.

K-A7874     OAKLEY NANOWIRE 4.0TM MEN’S SUNGLASSES.

Burnt copper with Tungsten Iridium lenses. Flexible, adaptable fit that bends 

to the contours of your face, always springs back into shape. High-definition

optics. Polarized/hydrophobic lenses with anti-reflective coating. Silver frame.

K-E4577     BROTHER COMPUTERIZED SEWING MACHINE.

Flatbed/free-arm convertible. Plastic fitted wide table to support larger projects

such as quilts. 60 built-in stitches, including 41 utility stitch functions. One-touch

start/stop/reverse. Drop-in bobbin. Lightweight with built-in handle. Built-in light.

Accessories for zipper, darning, twin-needle stitching and button sewing.

K-W1718     SEIKO ALARM CHRONOGRAPH MEN’S WATCH.

Chronograph records elapsed time up to six hours. Scratch-resistant crystal.

Black dial. LumiBrite hands and markers. Stainless steel case and bracelet.

Fold-over clasp. Water-resistant to 100m.

K-R6351     TOSHIBA 18.5-INCH HD TV.

720p HD display. Dynamic backlight control adjusts backlight based on image

content. Gaming mode. Two HDMI digital inputs. One PC input. ATSC/QAM

tuner. Thin-line speaker system. 10-bit video processor. 60Hz video scan rate.

High-gloss black cabinet. With stand: 18.7" x 14.25" x 8.2". 
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K-V1432     SONY PALM-SIZED HANDYCAM® CAMCORDER.

4GB internal memory. 60x optical zoom/2000x digital zoom. 1/8" advanced

HADTM CCD sensor. Accepts Memory Stick PRO DuoTM media (not included).

Easy operation, multiple language display. Includes AC adapter, rechargeable

battery pack, A/V connecting cable, application software CD-ROM, USB cable.

K-D3686W 14K WHITE GOLD DIAMOND STUD EARRINGS.

Classic 4-prong styling features diamond total weight 1/2 carat. Post backs for

pierced ears.

K-E4770     HOOVER WIND TUNNEL BAGGED/BAGLESS UPRIGHT VAC.

Converts from bagged to bagless and back again. Three distinct air channels to

lift and remove hidden dirt. Moves from carpet to bare floors. D-style handle.

HEPA media traps 99.97% of dust and pollens. Five-position carpet height adjust-

ment. Headlight. Under-furniture reach nozzle. 8' stretch hose. 31' AC cord.

K-R6349     BOSE® 251® SPEAKERS.

The Bose® 251® speakers deliver performance and reliability over a wider area

than most conventional outdoor speakers. A patented multi-chamber enclosure

helps deliver deep, rich lower notes without audible distortion. Engineered to

withstand snow, rain, salt and temperature extremes of 158°F to -40°F.  

K-V1365     BUSHNELL PINSEEKER GOLF LASER RANGEFINDER.

Superb optical quality. ±1-yard accuracy. 5x magnification. 300 yards to flag,

700 yards to trees, 1000 yards to reflective surface. In-view LCD display.

Instantaneous measurements in yards and meters. Built-in tripod mount.

Adjustable eyepiece with click stops. 3V battery and carrying case included.

K-W1226     SEIKO LADIES' DIAMOND WATCH.

Two-tone case with twenty genuine diamonds. Link bracelet. Calendar feature. 

Water-resistant to 100 meters. Quartz movement.

K-FT6625     LINCOLNLAND 3-PIECE KID’S PATIO SET.

Made from recycled milk jugs, assembled with stainless steel hardware.

Durable and maintenance free. Commercial grade quality. Set includes: kid’s

Adirondack chair, rocker and side table. Some assembly required. Suitable for

toddler to 7 year old. White.

K-FA7861 DUNLOP GOLF LADIES’ 16-PIECE GOLF COMBO.

Set includes driver, Ti-matrix fairway 5 wood, steel-shafted 4 and 5 hybrids, six

steel-shafted irons, heel/toe putter, four premium head covers and Loco green

and white bag stand with rain cover. All clubs have premium Loco rubber grips.

K-H9309     CUISINART CLASSIC STAINLESS 17-PIECE COOKWARE SET.

Mirror-polished 18/10 stainless steel with aluminum inner core. Riveted, stay-

cool handles. Includes 1.5-, 2- and 3-qt. lidded saucepans, 4-qt. lidded sauté

pan with helper handle, 8" and 10" open skillets, 12" lidded skillet with helper

handle, 9-qt. lidded stockpot, multi-steamer insert with cover and pasta insert. 

K-R6299     SONY BRAVIA® HOME THEATRE SYSTEM.

Includes an integrated 5-DVD/CD changer, 1000 watts of home theater power

and an iPod dock. Easy-to-set-up multi-room audio distribution. HDMI interface

upscales DVD media up to 1080p. Optimizes speaker placement in just 

30 seconds with digital cinema auto calibration. 
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L-R6353     SAMSUNG 22-INCH HIGH DEFINITION TV.

720p resolution. Wide-screen aspect ratio. Built-in digital tuner. Fast 8ms

response time. Game mode. Bottom speakers with 3 watts x 2 audio. Supports

stereo broadcast reception. HDMI, component video and PC inputs. Optical

sound output. Rear headphone jack. With stand: 21.7" x 16.6" x 8.5".

L-V1371     BUSHNELL 8–16 X 42MM ZOOM BINOCULARS.

Rainguard® water-repellent lens coating. Fully multicoated optics. BaK-4 prism.

Rugged magnesium chassis, rubber armoring. Locking diopter. Close focus 

and long eye relief. Quick attach/detach neck strap. Soft-touch thumb grip.

Tripod adaptable.

L-W1772     WITTNAUER MONTSERRAT DIAMOND LADIES’ WATCH.

Features eight full-cut diamonds on a silver-patterned dial. Sapphire crystal.

Stainless steel case and integrated stainless steel bracelet. Deployment buckle

with lock. Water-resistant to 30 meters. Fine Swiss quartz movement.  

L-FE7825     POWERCENTER COMBO BENCH.

Flat/incline/decline 90° shoulder press bench in one for a complete body workout.

Includes leg developer, adjustable uprights and firm back and seat pads. 12-gauge,

4-side welded, high tensile strength steel mainframe. Weight plates, bar and

collars are not included. 46" x 77" x 43".

L-FT6629     BURLEY HONEYBEE CHILD TRAILER.

Padded shoulder harnesses and padded seat. Helmet pocket. Clear windows

with UV inhibitor. Non-zip cover. 20" quick-release rims with wheel guards.

Adjustable padded handle bar. Parking brake, safety flag. Cargo space for up

to three bags of groceries. Folds for storage. Fits 1–2 kids, up to 100 lbs. total. 

L-V1433     OLYMPUS 12.0-MEGAPIXEL WIDE-ANGLE ZOOM CAMERA.

26x wide-angle optical zoom. 2.7" LCD monitor. Dual image stabilization. Ultra

high-speed sequential shooting. Advanced face detection. Micro SD and xD

memory card compatible. (Memory cards not included.) HD output. Neck strap,

USB cable, A/V cable, lens cap, four AA batteries, software CD-ROM.

L-G4913     BOSCH 12-INCH COMPOUND MITER SAW.

15-amp motor, 4300 rpm no-load speed. Sliding fence with quick-release lever.

Crown molding detents. 31.6° miter and 33.9° bevel detent. 25" aluminum base

with 3.5" support extension. Exclusive wedge and slot detent system.

L-J9131     STERLING FRESHWATER PEARL NECKLACE.

Elegant sterling silver necklace accented by lustrous 9 x 9.5mm freshwater

pearls. 14K yellow gold detailing. 32" length.

L-R6229     APPLE 32GB iPOD TOUCH.

Listen to music, play games, watch movies or browse the internet with wi-fi.

Holds up to 7000 songs, 25,000 photos, 40 hours of video. Up to 36 hrs.

music/6 hrs. video playback per charge. 3.5" (diagonal) wide-screen multi-touch

display. Includes earphones, USB cable and dock adapter.

L-E4567     WEBER Q™ 300 GAS GRILL.

393 square-inch cooking surface. 21,700 BTUs. Features two burners, 

push-button ignition, adjustable burner valve. Two removable work tables, 

cast aluminum lid and body. Uses a 20-lb. propane tank (not included).
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L-FG7502     KARCHER 2000 PSI GAS PRESSURE WASHER.

German engineered. 4.0 Tecumseh engine with direct-drive axial pump offers

serious performance in a compact package. 40x as much pressure as the 

average garden hose. Will draw water from a standing source. Trigger gun 

with child-safety lock. Easy to transport. Compact storage.  

L-E4775     PROJECT RUNWAY SEWING MACHINE BY BROTHER.

Limited edition. Flatbed/free-arm convertible. Custom-stitch feature allows you

to create and save your own decorative stitches. 294 built-in stitches including

57 utility stitch functions. 14 needle positions. Twin needle capability.

Reinforcement function. Built-in light. Carrying case.

L-R6010     BUSHNELL HANDHELD GPS.

Navigate with satellite/aerial photos. Layer all navigation information on one

3.5" full color LCD screen. Battery conservation mode. Embedded micro SD

card. Includes software, USB cable, quick-start guide and user manual.  

L-R6355     JVC SUPER-COMPACT CAMCORDER.

16GB internal memory. 40x optical zoom. Konica Minolta lens. One-touch

YouTube upload. Dual memory continuous recording. Accepts SD memory card

media (memory cards not included). Auto lens cover. Digest playback. Laser

touch operation. LED light and remote control included. 2.1" x 4.4" x 2.5".

L-J2797     14K GOLD DIAMOND PENDANT.

14K yellow gold circle pendant with diamonds (.75 carat total weight). Pendant

is approximately 1" diameter. Suspended from a 10K gold box chain in a 

popular 18" length.

L-E4853 HOOVER CYCLONIC BAGLESS UPRIGHT VAC.

Patented WindTunnelTM technology. Multi-stage cyclonic filtration. HEPA filtration.

14" cleaning path. Electronic height adjust in handle. 8' stretch hose. Lightweight

aluminum wand. 40' power cord. Lifetime LED headlight. 

L-FT6628     ALL PRO TAILGATE PACKAGE.

Slatted camping table (27" x 27.5" x 27.5–33") can be rolled up and packed in a

bag. Telescoping legs. Insulated picnic pack for two. Gas tabletop grill, 190 square

inches of cooking space. (Tank not included.) 18-pc. barbecue set, two sling-seat

travel chairs with storage bags and one 38-can picnic basket cooler. 

L-L9276     JOHNSTON & MURPHY LEATHER WALLET/22" SUITCASE COMBO.

Slimfold wallet handcrafted of smooth, waxhide leather. Six card pockets,

thumb-slide ID window and full currency pocket. Opens to 4.6" x 3.6". Black.

Wheeled Road Agent case has removable garment sleeve, accessory pockets

and two shoe bags. Woven fabric, leather accents. 13.5" x 22" x 10. Black. 

L-W1720     MOVADO LADIES’ BELA BANGLE WATCH.

Stainless steel case and bracelet. Museum dial. Bangle-style bracelet with

adjustable back links. Jewelry buckle. Sapphire crystal. Swiss quartz movement.

Water-resistant to 99 feet.

L-V1370     BUSHNELL PINSEEKER GOLF LASER RANGE FINDER.

Built-in slope finder compensates for changes in elevation. Superb optical 

quality, selective targeting modes. 7x magnification. Twist-up metal eyepiece.

Accuracy of ±1-yard. Waterproof. LCD display. 9V battery included. Comes with

a carry case that straps to your golf bag.
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L-FG7501     HONDA GAS STRING TRIMMER.

Ample power and torque for homeowner or commercial needs. Lightweight,

comfortable and easy to use. Standard loop handle. Mini 4-stroke engine. 

Quiet and clean running. Engine meets all EPA and CARB standards. Uses

regular gasoline. 

L-R6352     JVC HOME THEATER WITH WIRELESS REAR SPEAKERS.

Single-disc DVD player, 1000 watts of home theater power and an iPod/iPhone

dock. Digital tuner. 2.4GHz with auto synch wireless rear speakers.

MP3/WMA/JPEG playback. Rear and front auxiliary in. Optical digital in. HDMI

output with 1080p upconversion. HDMI input. Full function remote control. 

L-W1771     SEIKO KINETIC DIVER’S WATCH.

Stainless steel case and bracelet. Mineral crystal. Hour, minute and second

hands. Automatic power generator. Six-month power reserve with indicator

function. One-way rotating elapsed-time bezel. Lumibrite hands, bezel dot and

indices. Screw-down crown and case back. Water-resistant to 200 meters. 

L-FT6603     TREK MEN’S PURE COMFORT BIKE.

Upright, natural riding position allows you to be closer to the ground.

SRAM/Shimano drivetrain offers seven speeds of easy twist shifting. 

Bontrager Cruiser saddle. Nylon platform pedals. 16" silver color frame.

L-FT6602     TREK LADIES’ PURE COMFORT BIKE.

Upright, natural riding position allows you to be closer to the ground.

SRAM/Shimano drivetrain offers seven speeds of easy twist shifting. 

Bontrager Cruiser saddle. Nylon platform pedals. 14" soft yellow color frame.

L-V1369     BUSHNELL 20–60 X 80MM SPOTTING SCOPE.

Folded light path design yields full-size capability in a compact housing. Fully

multicoated optics. ED Prime extra-low dispersion fluorite glass delivers amazing

resolution and color fidelity. Excellent eye relief. Waterproof, fog-proof tube

wrapped in stout rubber armor. Includes tripod, scope glove and hard case. 

L-R6292     NINTENDO Wii GAMER’S BUNDLE.

The Wii connects you to the internet and adds a level of physical fitness.

Includes: console, one remote and one nunchuk. Accessory kit: golf club, 

baseball bat, tennis racket, steering wheel, remote cover and wrist strap. Includes

three popular games (titles based on availability, may vary from picture).

L-FA7877     CALLAWAY BIG BERTHA DIABLO DRIVER/HYBRID COMBO.

Set of two clubs. This combo includes the right-handed Diablo driver with 10° 

of loft. Combines power and distance with a generous sweet spot. The Diablo

hybrid with 21° of loft offers a dual runner sole to help any golfer make solid

contact from a variety of turf conditions. Regular flex graphite shafts. 

L-FE7821 TOTAL GYM 1800 CLUB BY FITNESS QUEST.

One piece of equipment replaces an entire gym. Strengthen and tone every

major muscle group. Over 60 different exercises. Ergonomic glide board. Leg

pulley, Pilates and ab crunch attachments, press-up bar. Exercise mat. Easy to

assemble, folds away for easy storage. Assembled 16.25" x 88" x 44".

L-FG7513     HONDA WATER PUMP.

De-watering pump designed for irrigation, flood control and swimming pool

draining. Lightweight aluminum, weighs only 13.4 pounds. Capacity: 37 gallons

per minute. Includes garden hose adapter, 16.5' suction hose, clamps and

strainer. Powerful, easy starting. Mini 4-stroke engine. Uses regular gasoline.
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L-E4854     HOOVER PLATINUM CYCLONIC BAGLESS CANISTER VAC.

Patented WindTunnelTM technology. Telescopic wand with quick disconnects.

Electronic fingertip controls. Sealed HEPA filtration. Onboard tool storage.

Large capacity, bottom-empty dirt cup. Lifetime LED headlight. 25' retractable

cord. 7' hose. Over-molded wheels. Belt reset. Carpet-height adjustment.

L-J2890     STERLING SILVER DIAMOND MARINE LINK BRACELET.

A sharp new twist on a classic link look. Diamonds are a full 1.00 carat total

weight. 7.5" length. Closes with a safety fold-over clasp.

L-R6354     GARMIN NUVI GPS NAVIGATOR.

4.3" TFT touch screen. Announces street names and directions. Calculates most

fuel-efficient routes. Auto re-route, detour calculations. Lane assist. 1000 favorite

locations. FM traffic compatible. Accepts microSD card (not included). Bluetooth®

compatible. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 4.8" x 2.9" x 0.6".

L-V1302     NORTHSTAR 1300 X 100MM TELESCOPE.

Maksutov-Cassegrain design. 1.25" eyepieces. Computerized tracking technology

automatically centers the telescope on your target. Red-dot finderscope for

optional manual accuracy. Remote handheld control. Camera adaptable. 

Quick-release tripod.

L-L9269     KLUGE PRIORITY ONE 5-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.

Set includes 21", 25" and 29" expandable wheeled uprights with push-button,

retractable handle system and bottom carry handles for easy lifting. 59" trifold

wheeled garment carrier with universal hanger clamp. 16" shoulder tote with

removable adjustable shoulder strap. Rugged 1200-denier polyester. Tan/black.

L-R6356     JVC 19-INCH LCD HDTV WITH BUILT-IN DVD PLAYER.

720p resolution. 1366 x 768 resolution. Sleep timer, VESA mount. 2 watts x 2 audio.

Clear Pix technology. Component video, S-video, PC and two HDMI inputs.

Optical digital analog A/V outputs. Headphone jack. Remote control. With

stand: 18.8" x 14.5" x 8.3".

L-V1438     SONY CYBER-SHOT 12.1-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA.

4x optical zoom. 3.5" LCD touch-screen display. Super HADTM CCD image 

sensor. Nine-point autofocus. Smile ShutterTM. Image stabilization. Memory

Stick PRO DuoTM compatible (memory stick not included). HDMI connectivity.

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery, charger, USB cable and multi-output stand. 

L-F05204 GLOBAL MESH-BACK MANAGER’S CHAIR.

Attractive, breathable, supportive mesh back and seat. Syncro-tilt chair control

with tilt tension adjustment. Single-position tilt lock. Pneumatic seat height

adjustment. Scuff-resistant, arched, molded base with twin wheel carpet 

casters. Fixed back angle. 23" x 22.5" x 40.5". Black with black mesh.

L-FG7503     HITACHI PREPARE TO REPAIR TOOL PACKAGE.

Package includes: Hitachi 14.4V drill/flashlight combo with charger and case,

Hitachi 14.4V reciprocating saw with case, X-Tech 120-piece home repair tool

set with case, and a Waterloo 3-drawer portable tool chest. 

L-W1773     CASIO G-SHOCK MULTI-BAND ATOMIC CHRONOGRAPH.

Receives radio signals for accurate time calibration. 29 time zones. Countdown

timer, elapsed time, daily alarm. 1/20-second chronograph. Auto calendar.

12/24 hour formats. Shock-resistant. Water-resistant to 200m. Stainless steel

and black combination. Composite band technology reduces shocks transmitted

to watch. Luminous hands. Solar powered. 
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M-R6291     SONY PLAYSTATION®3 GAMING PACKAGE.

HD 1080p graphics. Integrated Blu-ray Disc player. Wireless controller. Wi-Fi 

connectivity, 80 GB HDD. Multiplayer gaming. Memory stick, SD and Compact

Flash media card slots. HDMI connection. Includes console, two internet browsing

wireless controllers and two premium games (titles based on availability).

M-FN8648     HOWARD MILLER THOMAS TOMPION MANTEL CLOCK.

Key-wound, triple-chime movement with chime silence option. Brass-finished

dial with silver chapter ring. Glass sides, mirrored back reveal the movement.

Finished in Windsor Cherry on select hardwoods and veneers. Rare Carpathian

elm burl facing on the door. 14.75" x 8.25" x 18.25".

M-Q0032     HYATT 3-NIGHT ELITE STAY CERTIFICATE™.

The Elite Stay CertificateTM is redeemable for a 3-night stay at participating

Hyatt Hotels and Resorts worldwide. For a list of participating properties, visit

www.certificates.hyatt.com/locations or call 800-555-9655. Go where and when

you want by calling a special toll-free number to reserve your room.

M-F05205 GLOBAL MESH-BACK EXECUTIVE CHAIR.

Attractive, supportive mesh back and breathable fabric seat. Syncro-tilt control

with multiple-position tilt lock. Tilt tension adjustment. Pneumatic seat height

adjustment. Adjustable arms with slide and pivot feature. Twin wheel carpet

casters. Adjustable lumbar height and depth. 27" x 24" x 43". Black.

M-R6365     TOSHIBA 32-INCH HD LCD TV WITH CINESPEEDTM.

720p HD CineSpeed display with LCD response time of 8ms or less. Dynamic

backlight control for deep black levels. Gaming mode for fast game controller

response. Thin-line speaker system. ATSC/QAM tuner. Two HDMI inputs. One

PC input. 4-item universal remote control. With stand: 31.7" x 22.9" x 9.2".

M-E4856     BIALETTI ITALIAN KITCHEN COMBO.

10-piece commercial quality cookware with iridium exteriors and Teflon Platinum

interiors, safe for all utensils. Mokona 1.5-liter electric espresso maker with steam

wand. Set of six espresso cups and saucers. Hot chocolate maker. 4-piece

pizza baking and serving set. Multi-function 11" grill and panini press.

M-W1775     TAG HEUER FORMULA 1 GRANDE DATE MEN’S WATCH.

Date feature at 6 o’clock. Unidirectional turning bezel. Steel bracelet with double

safety clasp and diving extension system. Screw-in crown. Scratch-resistant

sapphire crystal. Luminescent markers on hands and numeral indices. Water-

resistant to 200m. 

M-K4384     J. A. HENCKELS 46-PIECE STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE SET.

Elegant, timeless “Truelove” pattern. Lustrous mirror finish with simple, clean

lines. Service for eight includes eight each: salad fork, dinner fork, knife, table-

spoon and teaspoon. Also includes one each: serving spoon, pierced serving

spoon, butter knife, sugar spoon, meat fork and pie/cake server.

M-FT6632     TREK KID’S MOUNTAIN BIKE.

24-speed Shimano drivetrain, front suspension, durable alpha aluminum frame.

Sure-stopping Tektro brakes. Unique crankset features two pedal holes on each

arm, allowing a child to grow with the bike. Recommended for ages 9 to 12

years old.

M-FG7504     DEWALT 18V CORDLESS 4-TOOL COMBO.

Cordless hammerdrill with patented 3-speed, all-metal transmission and a 

1/2" self-tightening chuck. Circular saw includes a 6.5" carbide blade. Cordless

reciprocating saw with keyless blade clamp. Flexible floodlight provides hand-free

use. One-hour charger and tool storage case included. 
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M-FE7819     CHAR-BROIL BACKYARD LEISURE PACKAGE.

Smart Shade canopy (10' x 10' x 115") with expandable duffel. Char-Broil

35,000 BTU gas grill with tank, 530 sq. in. total cooking surface. Plastic shelf

with tool hooks. Slate blue grill cover. Three-piece grill tool set. Char-Broil

porcelain outdoor fire bowl with wrought steel legs and base. Fine mesh screen.

M-R6363     SONY PALM-SIZE HD CAMCORDER.

8GB internal memory. 10x optical/120x digital zoom. 2.7" wide touch panel

LCD. Face detection and Smile ShutterTM technology. Dual record with 2.3MP

still images while shooting HD video. 4MP still image capture. HDMI output.

Includes AC adapter, rechargeable battery pack, A/V cables, USB 2.0 cable

and software CD-ROM. 2.25" x 2.4" x 4.5". 

M-D1193     14K YELLOW GOLD MEN'S DIAMOND RING.

Set with a 1/4-carat center diamond. Eight side diamonds total .16 carat.

Available in men's stock sizes 8–11. You will be contacted regarding your size

requirement. 

M-H9312     LLADRO FOURTH OF JULY FIGURINE.

Celebrate our nation’s independence with this figurine of a beautiful young lady

in a billowing striped skirt. Sculptor Miguel Angel Santaeulalia. Limited edition.

Glazed finish. 13" x 6.25".

M-W1722     WITTNAUER MEN’S DIAMOND WATCH.

From the Ceramic Collection. Ceramic and stainless steel case and bracelet.

Black dial with 12 diamonds. Domed sapphire crystal. Four-screw back. 

Water-resistant to 30m. Quartz movement.

M-FT6633     SEA EAGLE FISHERMAN’S MOTORMOUNT BOAT.

Inflates to 11' x 4.75'. Two-compartment, inflatable floor. All-around grab line.

Bow towing grommet. Molded oarclasps. Four molded oarlocks. 15" tube 

diameter. Motormount accommodates up to a 4 hp gas or 74-lb. thrust electric

engine. Capacity: five adults or 1200 lbs. Includes pressure gauge and repair

kit. Floor boards included. 

M-FG7506     KIPOR INVERTER SERIES 1000-WATT GENERATOR.

Lightweight, easy to use. 1.3 hp at 5500 rpm. Recoil starting system. Single-

cylinder, 4-stroke OHV, air-cooled gasoline engine. Fuel tank capacity: 0.7 gallons.

Noise level rating 54–59dB at 23'. Includes oil fill bottle, spark plug, spark plug

wrench, 12V charge line and instruction manual. 

M-W1774 WITTNAUER CERAMIC LADIES’ WATCH.

From the Ceramic Collection. Ceramic and stainless steel case and bracelet.

Black enamel dial with 40 diamonds. Curved sapphire crystal. Deployment

buckle. Water-resistant to 30m. Quartz movement. 

M-FT6630 TREK GIRL’S TRIKE AND WAGON COMBO.

Trailster wagon (23.5" x 39" x 17.5") has steel frame, plastic bucket and 

oversized balloon tires. Folding handle and large side rails. Trikester tricycle

(24" x 34" x 24") has adjustable seat, safety padding on bars, strong steel rims

and big rubber tires. Pink. Includes black Vapor youth helmet.

M-FT6631     TREK BOY’S TRIKE AND WAGON COMBO.

Trailster wagon (23.5" x 39" x 17.5") has steel frame, plastic bucket and 

oversized balloon tires. Folding handle and large side rails. Trikester tricycle

(24" x 34" x 24") has adjustable seat, safety padding on bars, strong steel rims

and big rubber tires. Blue. Includes black Vapor youth helmet.
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M-FT6604     TREK LIME LADIES’ COMFORT BIKE.

An elegant bicycle designed with comfort, fun and ease of use in mind. Upright

riding position. Padded seat. Automatic 3-speed gearing. Storage compartment

inside seat. Green color.

M-FT6605     TREK LIME MEN’S COMFORT BIKE.

An elegant bicycle designed with comfort, fun and ease of use in mind. Upright

riding position. Padded seat. Automatic 3-speed gearing. Storage compartment

inside seat. Silver color. 

M-R6361     CLASSIC 120GB iPOD/BOSE® SOUNDDOCK® PORTABLE 

SYSTEM. Advanced Bose® technologies and proprietary acoustic design 

combine to reproduce music with fullness and clarity unmatched by other 

battery-powered speakers. iPod classic holds up to 30,000 songs, 150 hours of

video, 25,000 photos, or any combination. One small remote controls both.

M-R6362     LG 26-INCH HDTV/DVD COMBO.

Eliminate the need for an additional DVD player and numerous wires. This 26"

720p LCD HDTV/DVD combo features a side-loading DVD player hidden from

view and yet maintains its slim profile. Includes three HDMI inputs, stand and

two 20W invisible speakers.

M-R6220     BUSHNELL GPS WEATHER/BACKTRACK COMBO.

Handheld, 20-channel GPS with XM Weather and georeferenced satellite pho-

tography. 3.5" LCD. Backup battery pack, headphones, DC car charger.

BackTrack personal location finder provides distance/directions back to starting

point. Store up to three locations. Uses two AAA batteries (not included).

M-A7870     SWISS GEAR ROUGHING IT CAMPING PACKAGE.

Includes four 33" x 80" sleeping bags with Swisstherm insulation. Falera family

dome tent sleeps up to five people. Char-broil gas tabletop grill with three

grilling utensils. Two Eagle Claw Pack-It spin combos with soft-sided travel

cases. 80-piece panfish/crappie hook assortment. Ulti-Mate lake fillet buck knife.

M-E4691     BROTHER EMBROIDERY MACHINE.

136 built-in embroidery patterns, 6 built-in lettering fonts, 10 frame shapes and

12 border styles. Import additional embroidery patterns from Brother memory

cards (not included). USB connectivity. Backlit touch-screen control panel. 

5" x 7" maximum embroidery area. Bright LED work light. Built-in handle.

M-E4857     CUISINART 7-QUART STAND MIXER WITH ATTACHMENTS.

Twelve speeds. Die-cast metal construction. 15-minute countdown timer with

auto-shutoff. Powerful 1000-watt motor. Splashguard with pour spout. Attachments

include: blender, food processor, citrus juicer, and meat grinder. Additional 7-qt

stainless steel mixing bowl.  

M-W1721     TAG HEUER FORMULA 1 MEN’S WATCH.

Unidirectional rotating black titanium-carbide coated bezel. Brushed steel case.

White dial. Scratch-resistant sapphire crystal. Rubber strap. Water-resistant to

200m. Quartz movement.

M-R6205     SONY MINI HI-FI COMPONENT SYSTEM.

Four speakers, 720 total watts power. D-Light Sync® output. Five-CD/MP3 

playback. Advanced horn tweeter. Double tweeter. X-round lets you create 

“moving” sound effects. Compact Commander™ remote control. Digital AM/FM

stereo tuner. Power-save mode. Main unit: 14.25" x 17.2" x 18.3". AC.
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M-W1723     SEIKO COUTURA LADIES’ DIAMOND WATCH.

Silvertone bracelet and case. Fifty-five diamonds surround bezel and mark the

hours. White mother-of-pearl dial. Cabochon crown. Luminous hands and markers.

Water-resistant to 100m. Quartz movement.

M-FG7507 HITACHI PREPARE TO REPAIR TOOL AND SANDER PACKAGE.

Package includes: Hitachi 2.0-amp, 5" random-orbit finishing sander with variable

speed; Hitachi 14.4V drill/flashlight combo with charger and case; Hitachi 14.4V

reciprocating saw with case; X-Tech 120-piece home repair tool set with case,

and a Waterloo 3-drawer portable tool chest. 

M-R6366     JVC HD EVERIO COMPACT DIGITAL CAMCORDER.

Only records to SD cards. 20x optical/200x digital zoom. 2.7" LCD. Konica

Minolta HD lens. One-touch YouTube upload. Dual memory continuous recording.

Accepts SD memory card media (memory cards not included). Face detection.

Auto lens cover. Digest playback. Laser touch operation. 2.1" x 4.4" x 2.5".

M-X2015     MESSERMEISTER MERIDIAN ELITE 17-PIECE KNIFE SET.

Includes a set of six non-serrated steak knives and one each: 7" Kullenschliff

santoku knife, 5" scalloped utility knife, 8" chef knife, 6" utility knife, 8" carving

knife, 3.2" spear-point paring knife, 9" scalloped bread knife, carving fork, 

10" sharpening steel, 8" take-apart kitchen scissors and a 16-slot wood block. 

M-FG7505     HONDA RESIDENTIAL LAWNMOWER PACKAGE.

21" cutting deck. Roto-Stop® blade control: start and stop the blades with the

engine running. Adjustable Smart Drive variable-speed transmission. Twin-blade

Quadracut mowing system. 4-in-1 rear bagger mulcher. Includes debris bag,

eco-friendly gas can, fuel stabilizer, oil funnel, gloves and safety glasses.

M-S2858     SHEFFIELD ENGLISH BAROQUE 5-PIECE SILVER-PLATED TEA SET.

Elegantly fluted and richly detailed. All pieces are footed and have an applied

border. Lidded pieces topped by a distinctive baroque finial. Insulated handles

on coffeepot and teapot. Set includes 10-cup coffeepot, 8-cup teapot, covered

sugar, creamer, 18" x 30" waiter.

M-V1437 OLYMPUS 12.3-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA WITH SWIVEL LCD.

Six art filters. Multiple exposure and multi-aspect ratio shooting. 2.7" swivel LCD.

7-point twin AF. Three modes of in-body image stabilization. Face detection and

shadow adjustment technology. Wireless flash system. Includes a lightweight

Zuiko digital 3x standard zoom lens. 14–42mm, F3.5–5.6. 

M-R6364     SONY 32-INCH BRAVIA® L-SERIES HD LCD TV.

720p HD display. 24p True CinemaTM capable. Dynamic contrast ratio.

Advanced contrast enhancer with dynamic backlight control.  Two 10-watt

speakers. ATSC/NTSC with QAM tuning. Three HDMI inputs. One PC input.

One HDMI PC input. Remote control. With stand: 31.75" x 22" x 8.75".

M-FA7871     TAYLORMADE BURNER IRON SET.

Sophisticated cavity badge delivers a super-soft feel. Exceptionally easy to

launch, especially the long irons. Inverted Cone technology for extra-large

sweet spot and added forgiveness. Right-handed with steel, regular-flex shafts.

Includes #3 through #9 irons and pitching wedge.

M-H9313     CUISINART COOKWARE COMBO.

12-piece Multiclad Pro Tri-Ply stainless steel cookware, plus an additional 5.5-qt.

covered sauté, 12-qt. covered stockpot, 12" nonstick skillet with helper handle

and a PerfectTemp teakettle. Combo also includes a 5-qt. rectangular buffet

server with glass lid. Keeps food warm with two tea light candles (not included).
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N-V1434 CANON EOS REBEL 15.1-MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL SLR CAMERA.

DIGIC 4 image processor. Full HD video capture with 1920 x 1080 resolution.

14-bit A/D conversion. 3.0" scratch-resistant ClearView LCD. Wide range ISO

setting 100–3200. Automatic light optimizer. Includes strap, an EF-S 18–55mm

f/3.5-5.6 IS lens, USB cable, A/V cable, battery back and charger.

N-R6359 TOSHIBA 40-INCH HD LCD TV WITH CINESPEEDTM.

1080p HD CineSpeed display with LCD response time of 8ms or less. Dynamic

backlight control for deep black levels. Gaming mode for fast game controller

response. Thin-line speaker system. ATSC/QAM tuner. Three HDMI inputs. One

hi-res PC input. 4-item universal remote. With stand: 39.2" x 26.9" x 10.9".

N-W1724     TAG HEUER CHRONOGRAPH MEN’S WATCH.

Brushed stainless steel case. Scratch-resistant, titanium carbide coated, 

unidirectional turning bezel. Silver dial with scratch-resistant sapphire crystal.

Easy-grip, screw-in crown. Water-resistant to 200m. Quartz movement.

N-FA7875 SWISS GEAR OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST CAMPING PACKAGE.

Package includes two Cirque 2 rectangular sleeping bags rated to 30°F. Family

dome tent sleeps up to seven people. Smart ShadeTM canopy (10' x 10' x 115")

features easy, no-tool set-up. Two 26" Huffy Blackwater bikes, one men’s and

one ladies’. Rechargeable lantern with AC adapter and car adapter. 

N-E4613     WEBER GENESIS GRILL.

Three stainless steel burners. 42,000 BTU-per-hour input. Electronic Crossover®

ignition. 507 sq. in. primary cooking area. 130 sq. in. warming rack area. LP gas

grill includes a 10' flexible hose. Enclosed cart with stainless steel doors.

Center-mounted thermometer. Two stainless steel work surfaces. Casters.

N-A7831     SOLEUS AIR PORTABLE HEATER/AIR CONDITIONER/

DEHUMIDIFIER. 14,000 BTU. Cools, heats, dehumidifies and fans all in one

appliance. No water tank to empty, no permanent installation. Programmable

timer. Evaporative technology increases efficiency, reduces need to drain 

condensation. Caster wheels. Remote control. 17.75" x 19.25" x 32.5".

N-D3051     $10 LIBERTY COIN PENDANT.

Genuine U.S. government-issued coin featuring Lady Liberty's head on the

front and the American Eagle on the reverse. Minted in the late 1800s to early

1900s, this 23K fine gold coin represents a precious piece of American history.

14K filigree-scroll frame. Approximately 1.625" wide x 2" long, including bail. 

N-FG7510     DEWALT 18V CORDLESS 5-TOOL COMBO.

Cordless hammerdrill/driver with 3-speed, all-metal transmission. Circular saw

includes a 6.5" carbide blade. Cordless reciprocating saw with keyless blade

clamp. Variable-speed jigsaw with all-metal lever action. Flexible floodlight.

One-hour charger, two 18V batteries and contractor’s bag included. 

N-FE7825     BODY-SOLID SPIN-STYLE EXERCISE BIKE.
Durable grooved V-Belt transmission system for a smooth, quiet ride. Handlebar
with chrome post tube. More than 84 levels of high/low. Forward/backward
adjustable handlebar and seat. Unlimited tension adjustments. Three sealed
bearing sets, pedals, belt wheel and flywheel. Low maintenance, easy assembly.

N-FA7872     MAD RIVER CANOE RECREATIONAL EXPLORER CANOE.

Ideal recreational canoe for beginners or experienced explorers. Equally at

home on the river as it is on open water. Seaworthy enough to handle chop,

wind and waves with confidence. Classic shallow-V hull offers great tracking

and comforting stability. Carefree TripleToughTM construction. 34" x 14.5'.

Paddles not included. 
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N-FN8667     HOWARD MILLER HIDE-A-BAR.

Revolving door. Laminated drop-down serving shelf. Double drawer holds 10

bottles. Mirrored back. Auto-on light. Hanging stemware rack. (Stemware not

included.) Lightly distressed cherry finish on select hardwoods and veneers.

Adjustable levelers under each corner. 54"H x 28"W x 19.75"D.

N-K4378     LENOX TABLEWARE SERVICE FOR EIGHT.

Understated elegance. Eight 5-piece place settings of “Opal Innocence” fine

bone china accented with two platinum bands and a flowing, white-on-white

vine design peppered with enamel dots. Eight matching crystal goblets. 

40-piece stainless steel flatware set in the coordinating “Innocence” pattern.

N-R6358 SONY PALM-SIZE HANDYCAM HD CAMCORDER.

12x optical/150x digital zoom. 2.7" wide touch panel. Face detection and Smile

ShutterTM technology. Dual record with 10.2MP still image capture. HDMI out-

put. Includes 4GB MemoryStick PRO DuoTM, AC adapter, rechargeable battery

pack, A/V cables, USB cable and software CD-ROM. 3.4"W x 3"H x 5.5"L.

N-D1741W     14K WHITE GOLD DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY RING.

Five-stone ring set with Special Venus quality diamonds. (Special Venus quality:

Slight imperfections detectable under magnification but not visible to the naked

eye. Compare to clarity grade SI1, color grade H/I.) 5/8 carat total weight. Ring

size 5–8. Bennett Brothers will contact you regarding your size requirement.

N-R6225     BOSE® 3•2•1® GS SYSTEM.

Built with exclusive TrueSpace® digital circuitry. Two powerful Gemstone®

speaker arrays and an Acoustimass® module deliver much of the performance

of a 5-speaker system. Now with an HDMI output, it’s even easier to connect

this system to your HDTV. The 3•2•1GS system can upconvert DVDs to 1080p.

N-FT6637     TREK HYBRID BIKE.

Comfortable and fast. Easy-pedaling 27-speed drivetrain, aerodynamic

Bontrager SSR wheels. Nimble Trek Black Series alpha aluminum frame.

Suspension fork and suspension seatpost eat up bumps for a sweet, smooth

ride. Silver color.

N-V1435     CANON LCD PROJECTOR.

Native XGA resolution. 3000 lumens. 1.2x optical zoom lens. Manual focus.

DVI-I interface, HDCP compliant. Built-in network connection with a wide range

of connectivity. Flexible image settings. Color correction. 7-watt speaker.

Portable use or optional ceiling mount. Remote. 12.5"W x 4.4"H x 13.2"D.

N-A7831     SUNCAST LARGE STORAGE SHED.

Resin construction is highly durable and easy to maintain. Padlockable doors

(padlock not included) with upper and lower latches. Built-in supports so you

can add your own shelf if desired. 138 cu. ft. capacity. Great for storing bikes,

yard equipment and tools. Easy assembly. 66"L x 65"W x 83"H.

N-FG7489     HONDA RESIDENTIAL LAWN MOWER.

21" rust-free cutting deck. Self-propelled, cruise-control, variable-speed hydro-

static transmission. Twin blade system with four cutting surfaces for finer clip-

pings. Roto-Stop® BBC blade control: start and stop the blades with the engine

running. Quick-release, 3-position handle for height adjustment and storage.

N-X2017     SAN MORITZ ELITE CUTLERY/GARNISHING SET.

23-piece block set features fully-forged cutlery. High-carbon steel with hand-

polished edges. Molded handles. Knives, carving fork, sharpening steel, kitchen

scissors and storage block. Nine-piece garnish set with four melon ballers, deco

zester, vegetable peeler, channel knife, birds peak parer and 10-pocket roll.

N level
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N-E4855     4-PIECE KITCHEN APPLIANCE COMBO.

Cuisinart PowerEdgeTM 700-watt blender with built-in timer and 56-oz. glass

blender jar. Cuisinart 10-cup thermal coffeemaker with 24-hour programmability.

Cuisinart Elite die-cast 14-cup food processor. Waring Pro® 1.5 cu. ft. countertop

oven features bake, convection bake, roast, rotisserie and broil functions.  

N-W1726     MOVADO TEMO LADIES’ WATCH.

Stainless steel with black museum dial. Butterfly buckle. Flat sapphire crystal.

Water-resistant to 99'. Quartz movement.

N-W1725     MOVADO TEMO MEN’S WATCH.

Stainless steel with black museum dial. Butterfly buckle. Flat sapphire crystal.

Water-resistant to 99'. Quartz movement.

N-Q0035     HYATT ELITE 4-NIGHT STAY CERTIFICATE™.

Redeemable for a 4-night stay at participating Hyatt Hotels and Resorts worldwide.

For a list of participating properties visit www.certificates.hyatt.com/ locations or

call 800-555-9655. Then call a special toll-free number to reserve your room.

N-FA7873     WAVE SPORT ZG 6.5-FOOT FREESTYLE KAYAK.

With its hull rocker and side-cut rocker and rails, this playboat achieves 

maximum speed, carvability and bounce. 25" x 6.5' . Cockpit size: 19" x 33".

Accommodates paddlers from 140–220 lbs. Blue. Paddles not included.

N-F05206 GLOBAL SHADOW® LEATHER EXECUTIVE CHAIR.

Ergonomic design, follows every move you make. Synchronized seat and back

movement conforms to the body’s exact position. Infinite-position tilt lock and

tilt tension control. Height/pivot adjustable arms. Adjustable lumbar support.

Seat depth adjustment. Polished aluminum base. 28" x 27" x 41". Black. 

N-FG7512     HONDA 1000-WATT GENERATOR.

Inverter technology, super-quiet power to run a variety of small appliances,

computers and other sensitive electronic devices. Up to eight hours of power

on a single tank depending on load. Recoil starting system. Single-cylinder,

overhead valve, air-cooled gasoline engine. Noise level rating 54–59dB.

N-L9275 JOHNSON & MURPHY SUITCASE/BRIEFCASE/PORTFOLIO

COMBO. Wheeled Road Agent case has removable garment sleeve and two

shoe bags. Woven fabric, leather accents. 13.5" x 22" x 10". Leather briefcase

with full-zip main compartment and foam-mesh computer panel. 16" x 11.5" x 2".

Leather letter folio with two slip pockets. 11" x 12.5". Mahogany.

N-FN8669     HOWARD MILLER NASHUA CHIMING FLOOR CLOCK.

Quartz, dual-chime movement plays Westminster or Ave Maria chimes. 

Volume control. Optional automatic nighttime chime shutoff. Illuminated dial.

Antique brass pendulum viewed through glass-covered cutout. Front hinged

door. Adjustable levelers. Distressed black finish. 22.75" x 13" x 81.5".

N-R6357     LG 32-INCH LCD HDTV.

Combined with LG SimpLink technology and four HDMI inputs, this LG 1080p

HDTV is an ideal focal point for your home entertainment center. TruMotion

120Hz creates smooth transitions between fast action scenes. Includes swivel

stand for comfortable viewing and 2-way 20W invisible speaker system. Remote.

N level
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N-FG7513     HITACHI WORKSHOP TOOL PACKAGE.

Hitachi 18V lithium-ion drill/driver with charger and case. Hitachi 7.25" circular

saw with case. Hitachi finishing sander with dust bag. Waterloo one-drawer

ball-bearing utility cart. Vornado shop fan moves air up to 100 feet. Z-Tech 

120-piece power drill bit set with heavy-duty case.  

N-V1436     OLYMPUS 12.3-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA WITH SWIVEL LCD.

Six art filters. Multiple exposure, multi-aspect ratio shooting. 2.7" swivel LCD. 

7-point twin AF. Three modes of in-body image stabilization. Face detection,

shadow adjustment. Wireless flash system. Includes two lightweight Zuiko digital

lenses: 14–42mm f/3.5–5.6 lens and 40–150mm f/4.0–5.6 ED telephoto lens. 

N-F05208 LINCOLNLAND 4-PIECE OUTDOOR PATIO FURNITURE.

Quality crafted of recycled milk jugs and stainless steel hardware. Comfortable

and durable. Can be left out all year in all types of weather, no painting or

maintenance necessary. Set includes a traditional Adirondack chair, rocker,

ottoman and side table. White.

N-FA7876     CALLAWAY DRIVER/FAIRWAY/PUTTER COMBO.

Callaway Combo includes the right-handed FT-iQ driver with 10 degrees of loft

and a regular flex graphite shaft along with the FT-i SquarewayTM  fairway wood.

Also includes a right-handed Odyssey® White Hot XG-2 Ball 35" putter. 

N-FG7491     HONDA ELECTRIC START SNOWBLOWER.

Easy-start overhead cam, 4-cycle engine. Recoil backup. 120-volt AC electric

starter. Runs over 1.6 hours on one 0.3-gallon tank of fuel. Clears up to 50

tons/hour. Throws snow up to 26'. Large 20" wide clearing width. 12" clearing

height. Semi self-propelled. Chute direction control.

N-FT6638     TREK HIS AND HERS MOUNTAIN BIKE PACKAGE.

Includes two 21-speed mountain bikes. Grippy linear-pull brakes. White Series

aluminum frames and plush suspension forks. Ladies’ in silver color, men’s in

blue. Saris Bones 2-bike car rack easily adjusts to fit most vehicles and has

non-marring, thermoplastic rubber foot pads. Rack folds for storage. 

N-R6360 JVC HD EVERIO HARD DISK DIGITAL CAMCORDER.

120GB internal memory. 20x optical/200x digital zoom. 2.7" LCD. 1920 x 1080/

60p output. 2.8MP HD CMOS sensor, 24Mbps high-bit rate recording. Konica

Minolta lens. One-touch YouTube upload. Face detection. Auto lens cover.

Digest playback. Laser touch operation. Remote control. 2.1" x 4.5" x 2.7".  

N-FG7511     DEWALT TABLE SAW WITH ROLLING STAND.

10" job-site table saw delivers 24.5" rip capacity. Telescoping rack and pinion

fence rails retract for easy portability. Electronic feedback maintains blade

speed. Soft start. 26.5" x 19.25" table surface. 2" dust collection port. 15.0-amp

high-torque motor. Includes 24-tooth carbide blade, miter gauge and push stick. 

N-E4683     CUISINART KITCHEN PACKAGE.

MultiClad Pro 12-piece stainless cookware collection. Cuisinart Elite die-cast 

14-cup food processor. PowerEdgeTM 1000-watt programmable blender with 

64-oz. BPA-free blender jar. Burr Grind & Brew ThermalTM 12-cup automatic

grinder and coffeemaker with strength selector and Brew PauseTM feature. 

N-FN8668     HOWARD MILLER OASIS FLOOR CLOCK/FOUNTAIN.

Natural slate and aged copper tower serves as a backdrop for tranquil, cascading

water. Copper-finished dial and gently moving pendulum. Includes ornamental

rocks. Base lighting illuminates the tower. Electric, submersible pump. Quartz

clock movement. Some assembly required. 20" x 14" x 73".
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